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GWU 
Centennials 
"With 2003 upon os, Gardner-AVebb ns closmg in 
on its Centennial celebration. And wliilc many 
GWT7 offices are filled with memorabilia from 
decades past, there arc hundreds of alumni and 
friends who have chosen to share with os their 
special pieces of our history. At left is a poem 
that appeared in the April 1945 edition of 
the GardnerAVebb Pilot entitled "A Tribute 
to G ardnerAVebb. ’? 
If you have items of interest to share as we 
countdown to the Centennial, send them to: 
The Web magazine, attn: Matt Webber, 
PO Bos 997, Boiling Springs, NC 28017. 
President Chris White 
Resigns Rlter Mere 
Then 16 Yenrs at 6WI 
Gardner-Webb University 
President Dr. Chris White 
resigned his position 
effective October 25 after 
more than 16 years as 
arguably the most influential 
leader in the university’s 97- 
year history 
White’s resignation came 
in the wake of scrutiny of an 
action he took two years ago 
to assist a student who had 
been directed to take steps 
to regain lost eligibility as an athlete but then was told 
by advising officials that those steps were insufficient. In 
turn, White’s actions to step in and mediate the 
eligibility matter were deemed inappropriate by several 
faculty members. 
An investigation into the allegations, which was 
conducted by an independent law firm, found that the 
president had acted within his rights to assist the 
student and that no school policy had been broken. 
Subsequently, the GWU Board of Trustees affirmed 
White, but distractions on campus that were fueled by 
negative publicity left Dr. White feeling that his 
resignation would help the university more effectively 
regain its focus. 
With mixed reaction on and off campus, Chris 
White’s resignation leaves Gardner-Webb searching for 
its eleventh president. At an October 31st meeting, the 
Board of Trustees named an interim president (seepage 4 
of this issue) until it can find that new leader, but the 
Board said there is no timeframe of when that search 
will be completed. 
White, who came to GWU from Elon College in 
1986, took over a university that was struggling with 
debt and saddled with sagging enrollment and turned it 
into a recognized regional university that now competes 
on the NCAA Division I level. 
GWU endowment increased seven-fold during his 
tenure, while enrollment tripled and the number of 
faculty doubled. 
Programmatic changes especially marked White’s 
career at GWU. In 1993 both the School of Divinity 
(and Master of Divinity degree program) and Master of 
Business Administration program were created. The 
School of Divinity, begun with virtually no resources, has 
flourished and become known nationally for its 
curriculum and faculty. The MBA 
Program also has exceeded 
expectations, growing into one of 
the five largest in North Carolina. 
Among the many other 
significant achievements that took 
place under White’s guidance are: 
* Gardner-Webb successfully 
transitioned from "college" to 
"university" status; 
* an Honors program was initiated; 
* a fully staffed counseling center 
was created; 
* the policy of fully staffed 
residence halls was created; 
* GWU achieved national 
recognition by the John Templeton 
Foundation (for character-building 
programs), US News and World 
Report's Guide to Best Colleges, 
Executive Forum (recognizing 
emerging business schools in 
America), and the Portfolio of 
Excellence (a national study that 
Below: GWU gained 
national exposure 
during Whites tenure 
for character-building 
programs and the 
School of Divinity, 
housed in Noel Hall. 
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identifies "exemplary" curriculums); 
* Noel Hall, home to the School of Divinity, was built; 
* the unfinished Williams Observatory was completed; 
* GWU’s first-ever doctoral program (D.Min) was 
created; 
* the graduate MAcc, IMBA and MSN programs were 
created; 
* NCATE accreditation for School of Education was 
achieved; 
* SACS and NASM accreditations were reaffirmed; 
* ATS accreditation for School of Divinity was achieved; 
* the first fund for any divinity school in America was 
created that paid the way for its students to visit the 
Holy Land each year; 
* a $34 million capital campaign 
for new facilities, scholarships, and 
technology was completed; 
* University Commons apartments 
were constructed; 
* Hamrick Hall was restored (it 
had not been in use for nearly 15 
years); 
* old Boiling Springs Elementary 
School was restored to be a new 
Communication Studies facility; 
* new tennis courts and Springs 
Athletics facility were built; 
* Bost Pool completely renovated; 
* new Physical Plant facility was 
secured; 
* new Wellness Center was built; 
* new soccer complex was built 
and GWU became home to the 
Greater Cleveland County Soccer 
Association (GCCSA); 
* the first three fully endowed 
professorships in GWU history 
were established that seek to 
attract the best and brightest 
~| faculty to campus; 
'*w\ 
Above: Among the many campus 
additions and improvements during 
Whites time as president were the 
University Commons apartments, the 
Suttle Wellness Center, the Lake 
Hollifield Complex and and Carillon. 
and the Broyhill Adventure Cour se. 
Below: Other notable 
achievements include 
the renovation of a 
once-condemned 
Hamrick Hall; the 
establishment of 
Presidential 
Scholarships and 
endowed 
professorships; and the 
transition to Division 
I athletics. 
* GWU went from NAIA to Division II, and then to 
NCAA Division I in athletics; 
* the construction of the Lake Hollifield Complex and 
Carillon was completed; 
* the Broyhill Adventure Course 
was created; 
* study abroad/learning exchange 
programs in Dohto, Japan, and 
South Korea were established; 
* WGWG-FM campus radio 
station was upgraded from 4,650 
watts to 50,000 watts; 
* Dover Campus Center was 
renovated; 
* a strategic plan and master plan 
were completed this past year, 
detailing plans for GWU growth 
over the next decade; 
* campus has been expanded with 
the addition of 10 parcels of land; 
* the annual "Campus Clean-Up 
Day" was initiated; 
* the Fleming-White Award for 
Excellence in Teaching ("faculty 
member of the year award") was 
created, as well as Female and 
Male Staff Member of the Year 
awards; 
* annual recognition of employees 
through "Apples and Accolades" 
was established; 
* the Provost position was created; 
* the food service provider (now 
Marriott) for the school cafeteria 
was upgraded; 
* the Presidential Associates were 
established; 
* full-tuition academic scholarships 
were established (Academic 
Fellows) and 80 percent 
scholarships were created 
(Presidential Scholars); 
* new branch campuses - “GWU 
at Statesville” and “GWU at 
Charlotte” - were completed and 
opened in 2002. 
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Dr. Frank 
Campbell_ 
Named As 
Interim 
President 
The Gardner-Webb Board of Trustees at its October 31, 
2002, voted unanimously to name Dr. Frank Campbell as 
interim president. Campbell recently retired as president of 
Averett University in Danville, Va., after 17 years. He began 
work as GWU’s interim on Monday, November 4. 
Campbell served as a minister of Baptist churches in 
Newport, Tenn., Oxford, N.C., and Raleigh, N.C., before 
becoming the pastor of First Baptist Church of Statesville, 
N.C., in 1966. During what would be a 19-year tenure at 
Statesville, Campbell served in a variety of capacities in 
North Carolina’s Baptist State Convention including terms 
as president of the convention and as president of the 
Council on Christian Fligher Education. During the three 
years he led North Carolina's Council on Christian Higher 
Education he worked closely with the presidents of the 
state's seven Baptist colleges. 
"We are delighted that an outstanding leader like Dr. 
Campbell is willing to serve as our interim president and 
chief executive officer,” said E. Thomas Hardin, chair of 
the GWU Board of Trustees. “He brings solid credentials 
of achievement as a university president and was highly 
respected for his leadership in the North Carolina Baptist 
community." 
Dr. Campbell completed his B.A. degree at Carson- 
Newman College; the Bachelor of Divinity, Master of 
Theology, and Doctor of Ministry degrees at Southeastern 
Baptist Theological Seminary; a Doctor of Divinity degree 
at Wake Forest University; and a Doctor of Philosophy 
degree from Kyungnam University in Masan, Korea. 
Under the leadership of Dr. Frank Campbell at Averett 
(1985-2002), the university: 
0 achieved university status; 
0 raised nearly $50 million; 
• increased its endowment from $240,000 to nearly $27 
million; 
• constructed the Grousbeck Music Building, the 
Equestrian Center, the North Campus, Averett Commons 
Apartments, and a football facility; 
• introduced the 
Graduate and Professional 
Studies Program; 
• added the master of 
arts in teaching degree 
and the master of business 
administration degree; 
• expanded the athletic 
program to include men's 
baseball, football and 
women's soccer; 
• completed Frith Hall 
and eliminated the debt 
on the building; 
• remodeled and air- 
conditioned Pritchett 
Auditorium; 
0 remodeled every 
building on campus at 
"We are delighted that 
an outstanding leader 
like Dr. Campbell is 
willing to serve as our 
interim president and 
chief executive officer, ” 
said E. Thomas Hardin, 
chair of the GWTJ Board 
ofTrustees. “He brings 
solid credentials of 
achievement as a 
university president and 
was highly respected for 
his leadership in the 
North Carolina Baptist 
community." 
least once; 
0 expanded the campus from 19 acres to 204 acres; 
0 successfully completed two re-accreditations; 
0 forged a partnership with Virginia Tech and Danville 
Community College for the creation of the Institute for 
Advanced Learning and Research. 
Campbell also was elected president of the Council of 
Independent Colleges in Virginia and president of the 
Dixie Athletic Conference. 
Dr Frank Campbell 
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Since We Last Met 
Gardner-Webb 
VP Gets 
President’s 
Post At Brevard 
Brevard College announced this fall 
the election of Dr. Drew Van Horn, 
GWU vice president, as the twelfth 
president to lead the four-year 
comprehensive liberal 
arts institution. 
Effective September 
30, he succeeded Dr. J. 
William Moncrief, who 
announced his plans to 
retire earlier this year. 
Faculty, staff and 
students gathered on 
the Brevard campus 
for the special 
announcement by 
Brevard College Board of Trustees 
Chair Dyeann B. Jordan. 
MWe are confident that Dr. Van 
Horn is the person to be Brevard 
College's next president," said Jordan. 
"He has the experience, the 
knowledge, the credentials, the desire 
and the personality. With the help of 
the faculty, staff, students and the 
trustees, Dr. Van Horn will 
successfully lead this institution 
forward." 
"I am excited about the team 
atmosphere at Brevard College," said 
Dr. Van Horn. "The dedication and 
loyalty of the College's faculty, staff 
and trustees is evident. I feel fortunate 
to be part of this community." 
Since 1996, Dr. Van Horn served as 
the Vice President for University 
Relations and Advancement at 
Gardner-Webb, where he was 
responsible for the advancement and 
public relations efforts for the 
university. 
Under Dr. Van Horn's 
tenure, fundraising at 
the university reached 
an all-time high. He 
successfully completed 
a $30 million 
comprehensive 
campaign. Dr. Van 
Horn also implemented 
a program which helped 
increase total giving 
from $3.5 million to $6 
million annually. He was also 
instrumental in the University 
receiving their first grants from the 
Kresge Foundation and the Lilly 
Foundation. 
Dr. Van Horn and his wife, Camille, 
have two children, Julia and Jackson. 
Since 1996, Brevard College has been 
involved in a successful transition 
from a two-year to a four-year 
institution. It is now fully accredited 
as a four-year college, and its programs 
have received national recognition. 
Recently, Brevard College was 
ranked 2nd in the nation for its First 
Year Experience program by U.S. 
News and World Report. The college 
was also ranked 14th in "Best Value" 
among comprehensive colleges in the 
South for the quality of its academic 
programs compared to net cost of 
attendance at the institution, and it 
was recognized among Southern 
Comprehensive Colleges for its 
campus diversity and high proportion 
of classes with fewer than 20 students. 
Summer 
Graduation Sees 
First MAcc 
Students 
Receive Degrees 
GWU’s 2002 summer graduation 
ceremony on August 3rd saw 275 
receive undergraduate and graduate 
degrees and marked the first-ever 
graduating class of the university’s new 
Master of Accountancy (MAcc) 
program. 
Nicole Watson (right), a Summer 2002 
grad, celebrates with her family and friends. 
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Since We Last Met 
The ceremony, which took place in 
front of over 4,000 in the Paul Porter 
Arena on campus, featured a keynote 
address by Anthony Strange, a 1983 
GWU alumnus who is founder and 
CEO of Integrated Business Systems, 
Inc., in Richmond, Va. Strange also 
serves the GWU Board of Trustees. 
The Master of Accountancy 
program, begun at Gardner-Webb 
three years ago, is conducted through 
the GWU Graduate School of 
Business. The program’s first-ever 
graduates were Jane Marie Glawson 
Powell of Shelby; Jeanne Woolbert 
Kincaid of Mooresboro; and Randall 
Elbert Sheffield of Morganton, NC. 
Negbenebor 
Named New 
Business Dean 
In October Dr. Anthony 
Negbenebor was named dean of the 
GWU School of Business. 
Negbenebor, a former Fleming - 
White Award winner as the 
institution’s faculty member of the 
year, is a professor of economics and 
international business who has built 
Gardner-Webb’s Master of Business 
Administration (MBA) Program into 
one of the top five in the state. He 
also is responsible for that program 
being held in six 
locations across 
North and South 
Carolina. Recently, 
Negbenebor 
guided the GWU 
Graduate School of Business into 
offering a master of accountancy 
(MAcc) program, which produced its 
first graduates in August 2002. Also 
this year he has begun an 
International Masters of Business 
Administration (IMBA) Program at 
Gardner-Webb. 
Negbenebor becomes the first 
African-American to hold a dean’s 
post at the university. 
Campus Remembers September ii 
With Moving Ceremony 
One year after the September 
11 terrorist attacks on America, 
the Gardner-Webb community 
remembered that fateful day 
with a ceremony on the Quad. 
Several hundred from the 
GWU and Boiling Springs 
communities paid tribute to 
public safety officials and 
prayed for the 
nation and the 
families of those 
killed last 
September. 
The campus 
flag also flew at 
half-mast from 
dawn to dusk 
that day 
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LANDMARK ANNOUNCEMENTS 
HIGHLIGHT NEW YEAR’S 
OPENING CEREMONIES 
On Monday, August 26, the M. Christopher White School of Divinity held 
its traditional opening convocation ceremonies with news that Dr. Doug 
Dickens had been named to fill the newly created W. Randall Lolley Chair of 
Pastoral Studies. It was revealed that friends and former church members of 
Dr. Lolley had contributed nearly $900,000 toward the Chair’s establishment 
in his honor, far surpassing the required $500,000 needed to create an 
endowed faculty position at GWU. 
Dickens’ installation as occupant of the new Chair was part of a ceremony 
that featured greetings from Dr. James Royston, executive director/treasurer 
of the North Carolina Baptist State Convention, 
and a sermon by Dr. Dan Day, pastor of First 
Baptist Church of Raleigh. Dr. Day’s address was 
a challenge to divinity students to “consider today 
becoming a hero, not for the masses, but for the 
precious few to whom you will minister.” Dr. 
Lolley was on hand to inaugurate the chair and 
spoke at the Convocation Luncheon on the 
subject "Theological Education: Retrospect and 
Prospect." 
Additionally, the School of Divinity welcomed 
78 new students this semester, its largest entering 
class in its nine-year history. The newcomers 
contribute significantly to the School’s most 
diverse student body ever in terms of race, gender, 
age, and geography For example, the average age 
of a GWU divinity student is now 29, compared 
to the average age in all ATS schools, which is 38, 
according to Dr. R. Wayne Stacy, GWU divinity dean. The School now serves 
a record 188 students in the Master of Divinity (M.Div.) program and 20 in the 
one-year-old Doctor of Ministry (D.Min.) program, placing the School's total 
enrollment over the 200 mark for the first time in its history. 
The School of Divinity also welcomed three new faculty members with its 
inspiring and impressive installation ceremony in which each new faculty 
member inscribes his/her name in the School's Faculty Bible, thereby affirming 
his/her commitment to the authority of the Scriptures. They were Dr. James 
D. Nogalski (Associate Professor of Old Testament), Mary D. Roby, 
(Theological Librarian), and Dr. Danny M. West, (Associate Professor of 
Pastoral Studies and Director of the School of Divinity's Center for 
Congregational Enrichment). 
At opening convocation ceremonies for undergraduate students the 
following day Gardner-Webb welcomed to its campus this academic year 
nearly 600 first-time students as well as 14 new full-time faculty members. 
Also announced was the completion of the Dover Foundation Chair of 
Business Administration. With its funding also completed earlier in the 
calendar year, the Dover Chair was made possible by gifts totaling over 
$500,000 by the Dover Foundation Inc., of Shelby, NC. 
“Consider today 
becoming a 
hero, not for the 
masses, but for 
the precious few 
to whom you 
will minister. ” 
- Dr Dan Day, 
divinity convocation 
speaker, addressing 
GWU divinity students 
Top: Drs. Doug Dickens and 
Randall Lolley after divinity 
convocation; James Nogalski, Mary 
Roby and Danny West sign the pulpit 
Bible as new divinity faculty members 
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FACULTY 
New Faculty Spotlight Dr. Chad 
Raymond 
It’s difficult to ignore the daily news 
reports that broadcast the growing 
and continued violence taking place 
around the world. But Dr. Chad 
Raymond, a new assistant professor 
of political science at Gardner-Webb, 
teaches students that it’s important 
to recognize the issues and concerns 
all over the globe. 
“One of the things I hope students 
learn is that not everyone in the 
world thinks the way Americans do,” 
he says. 
Dr. Raymond studied political 
science and obtained both his 
The new faculty members for 2002 are: 
Dr. Arthur S. Boyett - Professor of Accountancy 
Mr. Christopher R. Keene - Instructor in Theatre; 
Technical Director 
Ms. Tammy M. Lampley - Instructor in Nursing 
Dr. Thomas J. Meaders - Associate Professor of 
Information Systems and Operations 
Dr. Tony R. Morris - Assistant Professor of English 
Dr. Miroslaw Mystkowski - Assistant Professor of 
Computer Science 
Dr. James D. Nogalski - Associate Professor of Old 
Testament, School of Divinity 
Dr. Chad Raymond - Assistant Professor of Political 
Science 
Dr. Faye H. Rucker - Assistant Professor of 
Education 
Dr. Patricia C. Sparti - Assistant Professor of Music 
Dr. Gail D. Stowe - Assistant Professor of Education 
Dr. Faith M. Weathington - Associate Professor of 
Counseling Psychology 
Dr. Daimy M. West - Associate Professor of Pastoral 
Studies, School of Divinity; Director of the 
Center for Congregational Enrichment 
Ms. Ashley White - Instructor in Athletic Training 
Education; Program Director 
bachelors and masters degree from 
MIT. He also received his doctorate 
degree in political science from the 
University of Hawaii. Hoping to 
travel, Dr. Raymond worked for the 
D.E.A. for awhile, but was eventually 
called back to the classroom. 
It was there that he could continue 
to study political and historical events 
around the world. 
And he hopes to share that interest 
with the students at Gardner-Webb. 
“What fascinates me is that large 
numbers of people in the world don’t 
have the same things we have. We are 
guaranteed shelter 
and food. We’re 
very comfortable. 
But there are 
people who don’t 
have that security 
and they have to 
deal with the fact 
that they don’t 
have enough food 
to eat tomorrow. So 
I like to look 
at the reasons 
why people 
make their 
decisions the 
way they do.” 
The motives 
behind those 
actions is 
exactly what 
he tries to get 
students to 
see as well. 
“There are a 
lot of young 
people who 
don’t really 
understand 
why these 
problems have developed and why 
the U.S. is involved in these types of 
situations/4 he says. “I try to give 
them the information they need so 
they can understand why we are in 
these types of situations.” 
Accrediting Body Gives 
Nursing High Marks 
During the accreditation site visit to GWU’s School of 
Nursing programs October 14-16, 2002, all three nursing 
programs were reviewed for accreditation by the National 
League for Nursing Accrediting 
Commission (NLNAC), according to Dr. 
Shirley Toney, nursing dean. The five on¬ 
site program evaluators recommended to 
the NLNAC Evaluation Review 
Committee continuing accreditation for 
the ADN and BSN programs and initial 
accreditation for the new MSN program. The MSN 
program will graduate its first students in December 2002. 
The Evaluation Review Panel meets in Chicago in February 
2003. The faculty used the new 2002 NLNAC accreditation 
for the self-study report and visit. 
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STUDENTS 
F+MHy Tics 
Meet Walter, Becca and Amanda Miller, siblings from 
Shelby who have a unique connection to Gardner-Webb 
University Walter is a recent GWU graduate who is 
sticking around campus to work on a master of divinity 
degree. Becca is a junior at GWU, and Amanda is the 
baby sister who is a freshman this semester. 
When it comes to fitting in and adjusting to college 
life, there is lots of advice to be given and heard these 
days around the Miller dinner table 
on Sundays. a rf 
Amanda realizes she (§) 
won’t be the typical 
freshman because of 
Becca and Walter 
physically 
being so close 
to her. 
However, she 
says the roles 
her brother and sister 
fill are those every 
freshman needs. 
“jEven when I was in 
high school I got to know 
some of the upperclassmen 
at the school I would be 
enrolling in, and I think 
that’s the important thing 
explained Amanda. 
“Walter and Becca of 
course counted as two of 
those upperclassmen but the others 
I knew have given me some good advice, too. I have learned 
that one of the keys to adjusting is talking to someone who has 
been through it. They dont mind telling you what they learned 
from their experience. ” 
It seems Amanda is learning from these voices of 
experience that nearly every freshman falls into one of 
two extreme categories: the newcomer who tries too 
hard to fit in and adjust, and the one who retreats into a 
shell and is hesitant about trying to adapt. 
Walter and Becca have preached this concept to little 
sister and they both agree that Amanda needs to find a 
good balance between overdoing it and not trying hard 
enough. 
“Personally I think the key for any freshman is to take 
advantage of that first week after move-in and before classes 
stan to meet as many people as possible,” says Becca. “Because 
once you get into your daily routine of classes and meal times, 
you’ll end up seeing the same people every day. Once it’s over, you 
never get that first week back to meet lots ofpeople.” 
Walter agrees, saying, “Yeah, those first few days are a lot 
like summer camp. It’s cool and everyone’s excited, but once 
classes stan, reality sets in and you begin concentrating on school 
stuff more than meeting people and trying to get adjusted. ” 
Big brother and big sister also agree, however, that 
while trying to meet people 
soon after move-in is invaluable, 
Amanda shouldn’t be so 
enthusiastic about trying to 
fit in that she finds herself in 
situations that are 
uncomfortable. 
“I’ve been told a lot that I 
shouldn’t try so hard to fit in 
that I forget who I am,” says 
Amanda. “Both Walter and 
Becca have said they’ve seen 
people change 
themselves to be 
a accepted, and not for 
Gf the better. It sounds 
like common sense, 
but both of them say 
to just be myself and let 
things happen naturally.” 
As for the roommate 
situation, Walter says to 
prepare yourself for the 
drastically new experience of not only sharing close 
quarters with someone new, but also someone that may 
be very different from yourself. Becca chimes in, saying 
that how you deal with a roommate can definitely 
impact the kind of transition you make to college life. 
“I would say to any freshman not to judge a new roommate 
very quickly,” says Becca. “If they’re a fellow freshman they’re 
probably trying to act differently than what they normally 
would during those first few weeks just to make a certain kind 
of impression. After a while you’ll begin to get to know them for 
who they really are. ” 
Amanda adds with a laugh, “Yeah, Tve been told to focus 
on the roommate thing and making friends, and to basically 
forget about boys for the first semester. In fact, Becca said I 
shouldjust think of it as an all-girls school for the first six 
months because I’ll have enough distractions without the dating 
thing to worry about. ” 
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STUDENTS 
A Freshman’s Brave Response To 
September ii 
"... there was a 
real need for 
overseas 
missions. There 
were a lot of 
missionaries 
and a lot of 
church groups 
who pulled out 
because of their 
fear. I really felt 
burdened for the 
missionaries in 
those countries 
overseas because 
without help 
they can only do 
so much...” 
At the one-year anniversary of 
September nth many students 
reflected on how the day made them 
feel. Many remembered the horror 
and the fear. Many remembered 
their need to stay close to home, 
family and friends. One student, 
however, had a unique reaction. 
Kim Pace, a freshman at Gardner- 
Webb, is honest when she says that September 
nth didn’t make her want to stay home. 
Instead, she immediately wanted to leave the 
country. 
Kim says, “Right after September nth 
happened there was a real need for overseas 
missions. There were a lot of missionaries and 
a lot of church groups who pulled out because 
of their fear. I really felt burdened for the 
missionaries in those countries overseas 
because without help they can only do so 
much, and its wonderful to have volunteers 
come in and help relieve some of the stress for 
at least two weeks or a month.” 
This past summer Kim accepted that 
challenge, along with a call to go to Kenya 
where she worked as a volunteer missionary 
with AIDS patients, street kids and Somalians 
in a refugee camp. 
“A lot of the refugees were Muslim and so I 
was put in a position where I couldn’t openly 
profess the Gospel as I would have loved to 
have done. Instead I had to learn how to 
become friends with people and to love them 
as they are and hope that one day they would 
ask me why I was so different and why I was 
there. And a lot of them did, but many faced 
persecution from others or their family 
members because of it. You take for granted 
the freedom that you have until you go 
somewhere where there is no freedom.” 
Kim said that even though it was difficult not 
to be able to openly share her faith she learned 
a real lesson about putting words into action. 
“Many people in Kenya had preconceived 
notions about Christianity so I had to be an 
example through how I acted. A lot of times 
the girls would ask why we were so happy and 
why would we want to get on a plane and go all 
the way to Kenya when we have America. 
They believe that with America comes wealth 
and prosperity and that’s all they’ve ever 
heard.” 
Although Kim has always felt a call to 
missions and hopes to one day go back, she 
also feels that her challenge and her call 
continue right here in the United States. 
“I feel that every Christian is called to be a 
missionary. Not everyone is called to go 
overseas but God calls all us as Christians to be 
ministers, not just for two weeks in the 
summer, but every day.” 
Although many Americans live in fear, Kim is 
not afraid to live by faith. 
“I feel like I’m much closer to God when I’m 
doing His work and when I’m doing His will. 
And His will for me is to minister to the lost. 
Jesus didn’t hang out with the most esteemed 
of the crowd at times. He was with the beggars 
and with the outcasts. I feel that’s where I 
need to be. “ 
This past summer GWU sophomore Jonathan Terrell spent his time putting on a tie to go shake hands with some of the most powerful people in 
Washington. Sound important? It is. Jonathan spent the summer as an intern for Jesse Helms. But how did Jonathan go from studying history 
and religion in Boiling Springs, NC to studying politics in Washington, D. C.? “I was tired of my past summer jobs, 
Jonathan says, “and I decided to do something that made sense; something that counted to me and something 
Not ‘'fust ^at was va^d- My grandfather suggested I apply for an internship. It turned out to be an opportunity to 
a J * work for Jesse Helms. It was the first official business setting Td ever worked in. ” 
/LflOther As an intern for the senator, Jonathan wrote letters to senators and congressman, went to hearings and 
Snmmpr ^earne^ t^>e public relations aspect ofpolitics, among other things. He also got to meet a lot offamous people. 
1 Once he even sat next to former first lady Hillary Clinton on the senate metro coming from the capitol. 
Job “Politics, ” he says, “is definitely something that should be important for all students. Why? Because 
^ whether you like it or not, politics will affect your life. No matter what you do in life, politics will affect it. 
Politics run our country. And that’s what it’s supposed to do. I think it has a much larger impact than most people 
understand. ” 
Pie says that an internship also has helped him as he plans for his future. “Whether or not you decide you want to go 
into that field it will help you decide what you do want, to do. ” He adds, “When I took this internship I was really thinking about my future. ” 
t 
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ATHLETICS 
Football Wins Big South; Players Earn Distinctions 
Gardner-Webb football, with its best 
season in io years, moved into the top-25 
rankings in both the USAToday/ESPN 
Coaches Poll and The Sports Network 
media poll in early November. 
The Bulldogs (9-1, 3-0 Big South) then 
went on to capture the first-ever Big South 
Conference Championship and match the 
best record posted in GWU football 
history, finishing with a No. 19 ranking. 
The team wrapped up the regular season 
with the third-best win total in school 
history, and the best overall winning 
percentage (.900) in school history. 
The top-25 appearances are firsts for 
Gardner-Webb since moving up to 
Division I-AA in 2000. GWU has posted 
a 22-9 record during that span, including 
wins in 13 of its last 14 games. 
In the final regular season 44-13 win 
GWU Coach Named One of 
the ACC’s 50 All-Time 
Greatest Golfers 
Gardner-Webb head golf coach Tee 
Burton, in his third 
season at the helm of 
I both men’s and women’s 
programs, was named to 
the Atlantic Coast 
|f Conference’s 50th 
Anniversary Golf Team 
m this Fall. 
^ Burton, who was a 
three-time All-ACC selection at the 
1 University of North Carolina, spent 1988- 
against Savannah State, QB Jeremy Martin 
threw for 351 yards and five TDs. Martin’s 
big passing day made him the first player 
in Gardner-Webb history to pass for over 
2,000 yards in three-straight seasons. 
Martin finished the 2002 regular season 
with 2,166 yards and 17 TDs. For his 
career, the Middletown, R.I., native has 
thrown for 8,025 
yards and 60 TDs, 
good for second on 
both career charts 
at Gardner-Webb. 
Mlore notable 
news came when 
junior Chris Foster 
became the first 
player in the 
school’s football 
history to earn 
1991 on the links with the Tar Heels. 
The Shelby, N.C., native reached the 
finals of the 1991 North and South 
Amateur during his career, and won four 
different individual titles at various 
tournaments during his time in Chapel 
Hill, earning honorable mention All- 
America honors in the process. 
Last season, Burton, who is a graduate 
of nearby Crest High School, directed the 
Gardner-Webb men to a National 
Christian College Athletic Association 
title, and has both squads poised to 
compete in the Division I Atlantic Sun 
Conference in 2002-2003. 
Verizon Academic All-District honors, 
landing on the District III first-team. 
The 5-foot-6, 186-pound running back 
carries a cumulative grade point average of 
3.667 with a major in Education. Fie has 
been Gardner-Webb’s leading rusher this 
season with a career-high 627 yards and 
seven TDs on 107 carries. His running was 
a major reason for the No. 19 Bulldogs’ 9-1 
record and surge into the Division I-AA 
top-25. 
The Verizon Academic All-District III 
Team comprises players from Division I-A 
and Division I-AA schools in the states of 
Florida, Georgia, South Carolina, North 
Carolina and Virginia. Foster shared the 
first-team offensive backfield with 
quarterback David Greene of Georgia 
(Management) and running back Alex 
Wade of Duke (History). 
Other notable members of the 
team include Arnold 
Palmer (Wake 
Forest), David 
Duval (Georgia 
Tech), Curtis Strange 
(Wake Forest), Jay Haas 
(Wake Forest), Scott 
Hoch (Wake Forest) Matt 
Kuchar (Georgia Tech) and 
Stewart Cink (Georgia Tech). 
Burton, shown here at UNC, 
is a Shelby native who went 
to Crest High School. 
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The men’s 
basketball team 
this year will find 
out what it 
means to 
compete at the 
highest level. In 
fact, reporters 
and coaches around the nation are 
wondering if a victory is possible within 
the Runnin’ Bulldogs’ first 14 games. 
If the task of playing in the 
competitive Atlantic Sun Conference 
wasn’t enough, GWU faces the 
challenge of a 29-game slate 
that features three ACC 
schools, one SEC school, 
one Big East school and a 
total of nine games against 
programs that have 
participated in at least one 
NCAA Tournament since 
1998. 
The Runnin’ Bulldogs, 
who have registered 70 
wins over the past three 
seasons, opened the 2002- 
2003 regular season at SEC 
member Tennessee, on 
November 22. 
Gardner-Webb has high-profile games 
at Georgia Tech (Dec. 1), Clemson (Dec. 
14), and preseason top-io choice Virginia 
(Dec. 19, 7:30 p.m.). GWU’s game at 
Clemson will be played in Anderson, 
S.C., at the Anderson Civic Center. 
GWU also has challenging non¬ 
conference road games at Colorado 
State (Dec. 7), Eastern Michigan (Dec. 
21, 7 p.m.), Appalachian State (Jan. 15, 7 
p.m.) and Winthrop (Feb. 12, 7 p.m.). 
The Bulldogs will host Appalachian 
State (Dec. 4.) and Winthrop (Nov. 27, 
7:30 p.m.) as part of a home-and-home 
series with both schools. 
The Runnin’ Bulldogs will participate 
in the annual Jim Thorpe Classic in Las 
Vegas, Nev., in late December, taking on 
SMU (Dec. 28, 11 p.m.) and West 
Virginia (Dec. 29, 12 p.m.) in the exempt 
tournament. 
GWU is picked to finish 
sixth in the Atlantic Sun 
Conference’s North 
Division this season, 
according to the 2002-2003 
A-Sun preseason media and 
coaches polls released 
Tuesday by the conference 
office. 
The 12-team league will 
play a two-division format 
this season, with an even six 
teams in each division. The 
Runnin’ Bulldogs (23-9 last 
season) return one starter, 
sophomore Otis Daniels (10.3 ppg), are 
projected 12th of 12 teams by the 
coaches and nth of 12 teams by the 
leagueis media. GWU garnered five 
more points than Stetson in the media 
poll, as the Hatters were picked to finish 
last in the South Division. 
Under NCAA rules for new Division I 
members, Gardner-Webb is not eligible 
for the leagueis automatic bid for two 
seasons and is not eligible to compete in 
the A-Sun Tournament to be held at 
Georgia State on March 6-8 in Atlanta. 
Georgia State, coached by Lefty 
Driesell, is picked to win the North 
Division and is also the preseason 
tournament favorite in both polls. 
Jacksonville was a unanimous selection 
to win the South Division crown. 
Gardner-Webb’s 
Barry Street, in his 
first full season as 
head coach of the 
women’s basketball 
program, faces a 
difficult challenge 
himself this year as 
a new participant in 
the Atlantic Sun Conference. Among 
the opponents for the Lady Bulldogs are: 
Western Carolina, High Point, 
Birmingham Southern, Bethune 
Cookman, Winthrop, William & Mary, 
UNC Charlotte, St. Louis, Indiana State 
and East Carolina. 
The Lady Bulldogs, who struggled to a 
3-24 record last year while battling a 
tough schedule and numerous injuries, 
open their A-Sun conference schedule 
on January 11 against Campbell. 
Men’s 
Basketball 
Faces Brutal 
Schedule 
Otis Daniels gave GWU a lift in 
‘01-02 as a freshman. 
Women's 
Basketball 
Hopes To 
Bebound 
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‘Hands On’ Alumnus Making His Mark At 
Home And Abroad 
Glenn Walker ’73 BA is not your typical Southern Baptist pastor. Walker 
does not focus his time in a typical church office, tending to the needs of one 
church congregation. Instead, most of his time and effort is concentrated on 
the lost and new Christians in the Ukraine, Brazil, South Africa, Kenya, 
Zambia, Northern Africa, Honduras, Ukraine, Malawi, Turkey, Rochester, NY, 
New York City, to name a few locations. That’s in addition to local missions 
opportunities found closer to his Shelby, NC, home in places like Ramblewood, 
Belwood or with the new project for teenage girls in Shelby, “Christine’s 
Home.” 
The Reverend Walker is the founder and director of Hands On Missions, 
Inc., a nonprofit organization that provides opportunities for Christians to 
learn about and actively participate in missions locally, throughout the United 
States, and internationally. His responsibilities include recruiting mission trip 
participants as well as planning, training, and leading the mission trips. The 
goal of these mission trips is to help meet the spiritual, physical, and emotional 
needs of both individuals and churches throughout the world. 
This passion for missions took flight in 1997 when Reverend Walker started 
Hands On Missions to focus on international missions. He was pastor of 
Double Springs Baptist Church at the time and felt God’s call to begin this 
ministry. Hands on Missions has since expanded to include local missions. 
The international mission trips, more often than not, include adjustments 
for the participants to various cultures. Rita Seism, associate director of Hands 
On Missions, reflects on conditions she expects a group preparing to travel to 
Turkey to encounter, “cold showers, lukewarm sodas, body odor from unwashed 
bodies, squat toilets, toilet paper only available for money, ...” The focus of the 
trip to Turkey, being 99.9 percent Muslim, was a prayer walk through the seven 
cities and sites of the seven churches of Revelation. Other international trips 
include providing medical assistance, physical labor and Bible study guidance. 
Local mission opportunities include Christine’s Home, which is a project 
Hands On Missions has begun seeking funds to establish to assist teenage girls 
who are in foster care. The home, once established, will provide “a Christian 
environment of His love and nurturing to nine young people.” The Rev. Walker 
explains, “God has given us the vision, but we can’t do this on our own.” Hands 
On Missions is working to raise the funds to establish the home. 
Hands On Shelby is another local missions effort that has grown out of 
Hands On Missions. Hands On Shelby was formed by a group of Hands On 
Missions volunteers to minister to the residents of the inner-city Shelby, NC, 
area. Using a program similar to a backyard Bible club, the team shares the 
story of Christ with area children. “Songs, stories, crafts, and most importantly, 
hugs, tell of God’s amazing love,” explains Walker. Future plans include 
programs for youth and adults. Yet another spin-off program is Hands On 
Belwood, covering the Belwood, Fallston, Lawndale and Casar, NC, areas. 
Reverend Walker speaks at churches when his schedule permits. He served 
as interim pastor at Double Springs Baptist Church in 2002, and is moderator 
for the Kings Mountain Baptist Association. Walker is married to Rachel, a 
registered nurse, and they have two children, Jimmy and Jonya. Reverend Glenn 
Walker can be reached through the Hands On Mission Web site at 
www.handsonmissions.org or by e-mail at homnc@carolina.rr.com. 
“Songs, stories, crafts, and most importantly, hugs, tell of Gods amazing love ...” 
“God has 
given us 
the vision, 
but we 
can’t do 
this on 
our own.” 
- Glenn 
Walker 

The Honor Roll of Donors is a special opportunity for Gardner-Webb University to recognize those who have 
supported the institution through the sharing of their resources. 
Gifts made to GWU over the last year have helped to further place the university among the elite 
colleges and universities in the Southeast and the nation. Great strides have been made to offer additional 
scholarship assistance, expanded and modem facilities, and increased offerings on the undergraduate, graduate and 
doctoral levels. Without the support of these donors, Gardner-Webb ivould not be the 
institution to which students worldwide come to learn and grow. 
University Club Members 
--Alumni 
The Honor Roll gives 
special recognition to 
those who have given 
$1,000 or more to the 
university in the 2001- 
2002 academic year. 
These donors gain 
membership into the 
University Club as a 
result of their giving 
level. 
Robert White Abrams 1942 
Claude Neal Alexander Jr. 1984 
Thurman W. Allred 1952 
Margie B. Andrews 1966 
M. Reid Armstrong 1958 
Sarah Cordelia Armstrong 1957 
Catherine Toms Arndt 1968 
Steven D. Arndt 1974 
Doris V. Banner 1954 
Karen Jeanene Barbee 1978 
William Shellem Barkley Sr. 1949 
Betty S. Bates 1954 
Bill G. Bates 1953 
Michael Newton Beam 1962 
William Thomas Bell 1971 
Herman O. Best 1964 
Gilmer W. Blackburn 1960 
Martha A. Blackburn 1961 
Billy B. Blair 1953 
Timothy Durwood Boan 1976 
Gladys Marie Boroughs 1942 
Charles Stancil Burch 1980 
E. Udean Burke 1960 
Joseph Edwin Cabaniss Sr. 1943 
Mary Lucinda Causby 1977 
Donnie Odell Clary 1997 
Jean M. Conyers 1936 
Edward William Cook 1980 
Leslie Eugene Costner 1973 
Delores Dedmon 1979 
Donald G. Dedmon Sr. 1968 
Roger Hood Dixon 1964 
Estilla Duncan 1962 
Linda Ayers Eacho 1966 
David Martin Elmore Jr. 1993 
Melanie Ford 1973 
Robert Leigh Ford 1973 
Janie Freeman 1947 
Samuel M. Freeman 1948 
R. Scott Good 1970 
Barry Edmond Hambright 1961 
Clifford E. Hamrick Jr. 1954 
Jennifer Hamrick 1977 
Maxwell Bly Hamrick Jr. 1973 
Ronald W. Hawkins 1955 
James R. Huggins 1958 
Teresa Huggins 1962 
Arnold D. Isaacs Jr. 1957 
Cothenia Jolley 1947 
M. Lansford Jolley 1947 
Betty Sue Kendrick 1982 
Bob J. Kendrick 1955 
Kenneth John Lentz 1971 
T. W. Martin Sr. 1937 
Brandt Austin May 1994 
Louise McCormick 1946 
Bettye McGraw 1949 
Denice McKee 1963 
Roger H. McKee Sr. 1966 
Jack R. Meacham 1952 
Mack Craig Morgan IV 1987 
Max Padgett 1950 
Mozelle Parker 1938 
William Robert Parker 1982 
Bob E. Patterson 1950 
John W. Perkins Jr. 1952 
Lois Emily Perkins 1967 
Bobby McCall Pettyjohn 1952 
Carolyn Pettyjohn 1953 
H. Glenn Pettyjohn 1952 
Richard E. Plyler 1955 
James Edward Putnam 1974 
William Bruce Rabon 1964 
Helen Roberts 1948 
John E. Roberts 1949 
J. A. Ross 1935 
Kathryn Royster 1944 
Dorothy S. Seagraves 1950 
Les C. Sigmon 1959 
Dorothy E. Sink 1949 
Henry L. Smith Jr. 1953 
Carl M. Spangler Jr. 1952 
Dorothy Ann Spangler 1947 
Anthony Neal Strange 1983 
Julie Adams Strange 1982 
Cynthia Ann Swartz 1985 
Randall Fox Swartz 1987 
Earl Trent Tucker 1974 
Lisa Carol Tucker 1989 
Laurie B. Varley 1993 
Steven C. Varley 2000 
Billie Washburn 1952 
H. Gene Washburn 1952 
David V. Webb 1971 
University Club Members 
——_—_—  — Friends 
Mr. and Mrs. A. Donald Allen 
Mr. Haddon N. Allen 
Mr. and Mrs. Lenwood Ammons 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack L. Atkinson 
Dr. Hoyt Q. Bailey 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Barham Jr. 
Mr. Walter G. Barnes 
Mr. David C. Beam 
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin V. Beam 
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Bentley 
Dr. and Mrs. A. Frank Bonner 
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis E. Boroughs 
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis E. Braswell 
Mr. and Mrs. T. F. Bridges 
Mr. and Mrs. Ramon A. Brittain 
Mr. and Mrs. Carl J. Brown Sr. 
Ms. Susan L. Burnette 
Mr. and Mrs. Tom L. Burton 
Mrs. Norma Jean Cabaniss 
Mr. and Mrs. Barry G. Carroll Sr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold W. Causby 
Mrs. Cleo P. Chadwell 
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin C. Cook 
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Daniel 
Mr. and Mrs. Danny G. Davis 
Mr. Gary C. Dillard 
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W. Dixon Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W. Dixon Sr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Grady S. Duncan 
Mr. and Mrs. L. Paul Eeds 
Mrs. Pauline T. Ellis 
Mrs. Pamela L. Frey 
Mrs. Edna R. Gantt 
Mr. and Mrs. William Kays Gary 
Mr. and Mrs. James W. George 
Dr. Darlene J. Gravett 
Mr. and Mrs. Ray A. Gravett 
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce F. Grindstaff 
Mr. and Mrs. Earl T. Groves 
Mr. G. Frederick Hamrick 
Mr. and Mrs. Julian W. Hamrick 
Mr. and Mrs. Max J. Hamrick 
Mrs. Ruth P. Hamrick 
Mr. and Mrs. E. Thomas Hardin 
Mrs. Mary Haire Healy 
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Hendrick 
Mrs. Lillie M. Hinton 
Ms. Catherine D. Holland 
Dr. and Mrs. O. Charles Horton 
Dr. Carolyn L. Jackson 
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Joiner 
Mrs. Mildred H. Keeter-Davis 
Dr. and Mrs. Gerald L. Keown 
Ms. Nancy Lee Kistler 
Mr. and Mrs. William W. Leathers III 
Mrs. Carol H. Lowry 
Mr. Robert H. Lutz 
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Mabry Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Seth C. Macon 
Mrs. Elene Martin 
Mr. and Mrs. Bill J. May 
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Maynard 
Mrs. Betty Lou McCulloch 
Mr. and Mrs. Leon J. McDougle 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam H. McMahon Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert L. Meiburg 
Mr. Ellis P. Monroe 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey L. Montague Sr. 
Mrs. Bettye A. Moore 
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Moore 
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Moore 
Mr. and Mrs. Mailon D. Nichols 
Mr. Louis P. Nipper 
Mrs. Margaret W. Parker 
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight S. Perry 
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Dwain Perry 
Dr. and Mrs. Stephen C. Perry 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E: Philson 
Dr. and Mrs. Harold E. Plaster Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul B. Porter 
Dr. and Mrs. Johnny E. Presson 
Mr. Herbert W. Price 
Mrs. Diane J. Rabon 
Rev. Samuel A. Raper 
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Robbins 
Ms. Anita Sprinkle Roberts 
Mr. Sam Robinson 
Mr. William S. Rouse 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Royster 
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Seagraves 
Rev. Ed H. Sessom 
Mr. and Mrs. Wade R. Shepherd 
Mr. and Mrs. George R. Simpkins 
Mr. and Mrs. David P. Smith 
Mrs. Dorothy Y. Smith 
Mrs. Helen J. Smith 
Mrs. Jean M. Smith 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold T. Southern 
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Spangler 
Dr. and Mrs. R. Wayne Stacy 
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford L. Steelman 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Vance Suttle 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Linton Suttle 
Mrs. Sarah Mathis Suttle 
Dr. and Mrs. Bruce R. Trefz 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Tucker 
Dr. and Mrs. Drew L. Van Horn 
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Vick Jr. 
Mrs. Nancy B. Webb 
Dr. and Mrs. M. Christopher White 
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest B. Wiggins 
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald W. Williams 
Mr. and Mrs. Don L. Yelton 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Yelton 
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos L. Young 
Dr. and Mrs. H. Fields Young III 
Alumni Donors 
J.W. Abemethy III 1971 
Terry Carter Abernethy 1971 
Amparo Oviedo Acosta 2001 
Bobby Lewis Adams 1998 
D. Steven Adams 1972 
Deborah Ruth Adams 1983 
Minor R. Adams III 1956 
Norman James Adams 1964 
Sharon Lynn Adams 1972 
Amy Lewellyn Adkins 1999 
Judith Margaret Adkins 1971 
Candace Robbins Ahmad 1988 
Cynthia O. Aiken 1994 
Walter Joseph Ainsworth Jr. 1982 
Linda Donithan Aldridge 1994 
Gregory George Alford 1998 
Connie Elise Allen 1973 
Randy L. Allen 1969 
Sarah Elizabeth Allen 1955 
Jack Miller Allison 1955 
Sylvia Diane Allison 1995 
Susan Gail Allred 1982 
Pankaj Amar 1999 
Kathy Sue Anders 1978 
Bill Anderson 1982 
Doris York Anderson 1994 
Lois L. Andrews 1934 
Mark Christopher Angel 2000 & 2001 
Pamela Annas 1989 
Harold Frank Arledge Jr. 1971 
Paula Sharon Arledge 1973 
Robert Earle Armour Jr. 1991 
John Lewis Arndt 1949 
Kimberly J. Ashley 1979 
Joan Loreta Atkins 1975 
Gia Heather Atwood 1997 
M. L. Austell 1948 
Sandra Aycoth 1989 
Haley Elizabeth Babb 2000 
Doris Baber 1945 
Arlan Alexander Bailey 1940 
Donald Clark Bailey 1953 
Philip Dewey Bailey 1975 
Wendell Gaylen Bailey 1964 
Ann Baker 1975 
Sara Campbell Baker 1993 
Margaret W. Baldree 1945 
Mark Christopher Baldwin 1994 
Sue Elixson Baldwin 1987 
Carole J. Ball 1991 
Alan Wayne Bandy 1974 
Darrell B. Bare 1979 
Dawn Marie Bare 1980 
Thomas Jones Barlow 1964 
Diane Marie Barnett 1996 
Lynda Sue Barnett 1998 
Benjamin William Barr Jr. 1980 
Dale M. Barrier 1982 
Delois E. Bass 1954 
Bill K. Baucom Jr. 1977 
Vickey M. Baxley 1982 
Barbara O. Beam 1962 
Joyce Beam 1961 
Mike Donald Beam 1960 
Rick Austin Beam 1978 
Sara Nell Beam 1947 
Elizabeth Jean Beaman 1948 
Kathryn Bean 1964 
Ronald Ray Beane 1957 
Jimmy Dale Beasley 1992 
Gloria Selene Beatty 2000 
Teresa Houser Bell 1985 
Barbara Benge 1955 
M. Harriet Benner 1957 
Sara Melissa Bennett 2001 
William Lyndon Bennett 1989 
Paul Louis Benson 1991 
Alicia Kaye Bentley 1979 
Linda Bentley 1954 
William David Benton 1986 
Gary Randy Berryhill 1980 
David Herman Best 1975 
Renee B. Bethea 1999 
Dana M. Biehler 1995 
John E. Biggers 1956 
Carl Lee Biggerstaff 1972 
Lee Roy Biggerstaff 1950 
Brian S. Biletnikoff 1999 
Jay Madison Bishop 1992 
Carolyn Black 1991 
Karen Elizabeth Black 1999 
Pamela Dennise Black 1984 
Robert Reid Blackburn 1952 
Beverly Blackwell 1968 
Grady R. Blackwell 1973 
Barry Eugene Blair 1999 
James Elwood Blake 1987 
James Stanley Bland 1971 
Jean S. Blankenship 1976 
Dianne Blanton 1962 
Lynn Blanton 1981 
Pamela Blanton 1987 
Robert E. Blanton 1949 
Troy W. Blanton 1958 
George Christopher Blye 1997 
Nancy Boggs 1963 
Carl C. Bolick 1948 
Denny Scott Booth 1989 
Alice Faye Borders 1998 
Elzie Z. Borders 1952 
Susan Cheryl Borders 1998 
Jennifer Borneman 1995 
Shannon Stewart Borneman 1995 
Lloyd Cleveland Bost Jr. 1967 
Ira Glenn Bottoms III 2001 
Nancy Rogers Bottoms 1994 
Sheryl Denise Bottoms 2001 
James Thomas Bowen III 1963 
Paula Bowen 1989 
Ricky Lee Bowen 1987 
Roger Dale Bower 1972 
Mary Norma Bowers 1991 
Ronald R. Bowers 1991 
Robert Dean Bowlin II1991 
Richard Franklin Bowling II 2000 
Debbie Hope Bowman 1993 
Malcom Bowyer 1988 
David Andrew Boyce 1989 
Brenda Carol Boyd 1963 
Catherine Boyd 1973 
Ellen Boyd 1968 
Hazel P. Boyd 1976 
James Wright Boyd 1973 
Linda Boyette 2000 
Tim L. Brackett Sr. 1959 
Dina Braddy 1977 
Francis Lamar Bradley 1964 
Janet Lee Bradley 1978 
John Patrick Bradshaw 1990 
Paula Irene Brake 1966 
Angela Arney Brame 2001 
Brenda Brank 1962 
Coley Jason Brannock 1961 
Marilyn E. Bransom 1960 
Timothy Franklin Brantley 1983 
Deidra L. Brawley 1997 & 2000 
Dorothy Carol Breedlove 1954 
Paul Davis Breedlove Sr. 1954 
Benny Steve Bridges 1976 
Brett Kendall Bridges 1987 
Charlene Bridges 1958 
Donald Norris Bridges 1956 
E. Drew Bridges 1967 
Hazel Bridges 1966 
Joe Jasper Bridges 1948 
Kelly Delane Bridges 1985 
Lisa Marie Bridges 1999 
Polly Bridges 1952 
Sandra J. Bridges 1978 
Troy Dean Bridges 1951 
W. Worth Bridges Jr. 1960 
Michael D. Briggs Jr. 1979 
Rachel Briggs 1967 
Susan B. Briggs 1981 
Sandra Gail Bright 1987 
Samuel Othel Brigman 1994 
Karen Allison Brisendine 1979 
William Scott Brisendine 1980 
Robert Francis Bristow 1992 
Brenda Lee Britt 1985 
James Dewey Britt II 1995 & 1999 
Darlene Elise Broadhurst 1996 
Alex M. Bromir 1952 
Mary Dean Bromir 1952 
Dennis Eugene Brooks 1960 
Jane H. Brooks 1969 
Jo Anne Brooks 1960 
Larry James Brooks 1972 
Regina Denise Brooks 1991 
Sadie Broome 1976 
Amy Davis Brown 1991 
Anna Brown 1946 
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Ms. Nellie S. Kilpatrick 
Ms. Earline Heath King 
Mr. and Mrs. Peter B. King 
Mr. and Mrs. Duane P. Kline 
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin S. Knight 
Dr. and Mrs. J. Calvin Koonts 
Ms. Mabel Baird Lacey 
Mr. and Mrs. Kent J. Lachney 
Rev. and Mrs. Ronald R. Lackey Sr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lail 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert L. Lamb 
Mr. and Mrs. David Lambert 
Mrs. Gloria J. Latta 
Mrs. Laura B. Lawrence 
Mr. and Mrs. Steve J. Leatherwood 
Mr. and Mrs. Leon M. Ledbetter 
Mrs. Juanita B. Lefler 
Mr. and Mrs. R. T. LeGrand Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert J. Lehmann III 
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Leland 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lesh 
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas C. Lettsome 
Mr. and Mrs. Everett L. Lewis 
Mr. and Mrs. Greg Light 
Mrs. Shirley Lileton 
Dr. and Mrs. George Litton 
Dr. Robert B. Litton 
Mr. and Mrs. Danny K. Livingston 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lockamy 
Dr. and Mrs. W. Randall Lolley 
Mrs. Janet P. Long 
Mr. Norman Long 
Ms. Becky Love 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Love Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Lovelace 
Mr. and Mrs. Mason A. Lowrance 
Mrs. Joann W. Lutz 
Mr. and Mrs. W. Franklin Mabry 
Mrs. Dianne L. Madoni 
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel T. Mango Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Manning Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Mannon 
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan N. Mansfield 
Mrs. Barbara S. Martin 
Mr. Chris Martin 
Mr. and Mrs. Del Martin 
Mr. and Mrs. George F. Martin 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul R. Martin 
Mr. and Mrs. Eric V. Massagee 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael W. Massey 
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Mathews 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred R. Mauney 
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mauney 
Dr. and Mrs. Charles B. Maxwell 
Ms. L. Hilda Mayo 
Mrs. Lisa McFarland 
Mr. and Mrs. William P. McGirr 
Mr. James W. McKay Jr. 
Ms. Barbara W. McLarty 
Dr. and Mrs. Avery W. McMurry 
Mr. and Mrs. Roger McSwain 
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie W. Meadows 
Mrs. Dolly M. Meilinger 
Mr. Robert W. Mellbye 
Ms. Joyce Love Melton 
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Merritt 
Ms. Margaret G. Merritt 
Mr. and Mrs. Neil W. Meyer 
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Middleton Jr. 
Mr. Billy Miller 
Mr. and Mrs. Gary R. Miller 
Ms. Hazel M. Mitchell 
Dr. and Mrs. David M. Mobley 
Mr. James E. Moliterno 
Mr. and Mrs. David F. Monroe 
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Monroe 
Mr. and Mrs. Norman D. Mooney 
Mrs. Kristina J. Moore 
Mr. Thomas E. Moore 
Mr. and Mrs. David J. Morgan 
The Honorable and Mrs. James W. Morgan 
Ms. Jean B. Morgan 
Dr. Robert E. Morgan 
Mrs. Doris A. Morris 
Mr. and Mrs. Larry H. Morrison 
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie B. Moseley Jr. 
Dr. and Mrs. Mark Mosher 
Mrs. Shandel Mullins 
Dr. Lounell Mullis 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert D. Munoz 
Lt. Col. and Mrs. Walter L. Murfee II 
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Nahm 
Mr. Frank Nanney 
Dr. and Mrs. Anthony Negbenebor 
Mr. Charles A. Neisler 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Newton Jr. 
Dr. J. Wade Nichols 
Mrs. Stephanie B. Norrell 
Ms. Camilla B. Norris 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Donald Norris 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Norris 
Rev. and Mrs. Elwood R. Orr 
Mr. and Mrs. Thirlen Osborne 
Mr. and Mrs. Galen J. Overholt 
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen B. Owen 
Mr. Charlie R. Owens 
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald H. Pace 
Mr. and Mrs. Ali Paksoy Jr. 
Mrs. Peggy M. Paksoy 
Mr. Kerr Palmer 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Parker 
Mr. and Mrs. T. Norris Parker Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Parkins 
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew C. Parness 
Dr. and Mrs. Jack G. Partain 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. Patterson Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. F. Steven Patton 
Dr. and Mrs. Ira B. Patton 
Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence H. Pearson 
Mr. William J. Peeler 
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Pennell 
Ms. Elaine J. Perkins 
Mr. and Mrs. Billy L. Pettit 
Mr. and Mrs. Wade Philbeck 
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Phillips 
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Phillips Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Tony L. Phillips 
Mr. Ken Pierce 
Mr. and Mrs. David W. Pinkert 
Mrs. Louise M. Plybon 
Ms. Esther P. Plyler 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Polk 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Poole 
Mr. and Mrs. Joel J. Porter 
Mr. Scott Porter 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Porterfield 
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Poskas 
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence I. Pounds 
Mr. Kurtis G. Poynter 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth D. Pritz 
Mrs. Cora S. Proctor 
Ms. Alberta D. Prosser 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry L. Pruitt 
Mrs. Shirley Pyron 
Mrs. Amy O. Raby 
Mr. and Mrs. David J. Ramsaur 
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Ramsey 
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew A. Ranck 
Mr. John E. Ratterree 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank R. Rayburn 
Mrs. Barbara R. Read 
Mrs. Linda L. Reavis 
Dr. and Mrs. Wilton M. Reavis 
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard R. Reichert 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard I. Rettinger 
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Reynolds 
Mr. and Mrs. Danny B. Rich 
Ms. Frances D. Richards 
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Richards 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Richardson Jr. 
Ms. Dorothy M. Roark 
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Robertson 
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis F. Robinson 
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey D. Robinson 
Mr. and Mrs. Francis C. Rockey Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold W. Rollins 
Mr. and Mrs. Dan W. Rose 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Michael Rouse 
Mrs. Joyce R. Ruark 
Mrs. Connie J. Rucker 
Mrs. Beth N. Sain 
Mrs. Paige S. Sanderson 
Mrs. Patricia A. Sandifer 
Mr. and Mrs. Randolph J. Saxon Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis J. Scher 
Mr. and Mrs. John V. Schweppe Jr. 
Mrs. Stuart M. Schweppe 
Mrs. Pam C. Scruggs 
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas N. Searcy 
Mr. Larry S. Self 
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell E. Self 
Mr. and Mrs. Allen U. Shaffer Jr. 
Ms. Joy Sharp 
Ms. Vickie L. Shaw 
Mr. and Mrs. Marcus R. Shelton 
Mr. and Mrs. Steve R. Sherman 
Mr. William S. Sherman 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Don Shields 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Shively 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Shockley 
Mrs. Angie F. Short 
Mr. and Mrs. Dale A. Short 
Mr. and Mrs. Warren M. Shrum Jr. 
Ms. Regina S. Shumaker 
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas M. Shytles 
Mrs. Mary Ann Sides 
Mr. and Mrs. Steven F. Siegrist 
Mrs. Annette Simmons 
Mrs. Laura R. Simmons 
Mrs. Tessa Simpkins 
Mrs. Audrey H. Simpson 
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Singletary 
Ms. Frances Beam Sizemore 
Mr. and Mrs. Arvel C. Smith 
Mrs. Paula D. Smith 
Dr. and Mrs. Vernon C. Smith Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Snider 
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher C. Soto 
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby I. Spake 
Mrs. Donna A. Sparks 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack W. Sparks 
Mr. and Mrs. Rick D. Spry 
Mrs. Angela Stamey 
Mrs. Mary M. Stancil 
Dr. Dale O. Steele 
Mr. and Mrs. Eduardo Steibel 
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Stikeleather 
Mr. Harold E. Stinson 
Ms. Sara Stives 
Mr. Richard W. Strachan 
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Stuckey 
Mr. and Mrs. Ricky L. Styers 
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Swanson 
Mrs. Holly Sweat 
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick J. Swift 
Mrs. Shirley T. Tackett 
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Talbert 
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard M. Taylor 
Mrs. Christine H. Thompson 
Dr. and Mrs. John L. Thompson Jr. 
Mrs. Linda M. Thompson 
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Threatt 
Drs. Charles B. Tichenor 
Mr. and Mrs. David C. Toney 
Dr. Shirley Toney 
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie G. Trantham 
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Trexler Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Roy H. Tryon 
Dr. and Mrs. Jeffrey L. Tubbs 
Mr. and Mrs. Dale E. Turlington 
Mr. and Mrs. John Gene Turner 
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Turner 
Mrs. Wanda D. Turpin 
Mr. and Mrs. Grover F. Tyner Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Roderick L. Ulrich 
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne J. Van Peteghem 
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob G. Vickers Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. David Scott Wacaster 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Walters 
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah H. Ward 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Warlick 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. Warner 
Mr. and Mrs. Carey B. Washburn 
Mrs. Sheri Waters 
Mrs. Kristal L. Watkins 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Watson 
Dr. and Mrs. B. Dale Watts 
Mr. Hugh W. Watts 
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Weathers Jr. 
Ms. Pearl A. Weathers 
Mr. Virgil S. Weathers 
Mrs. Angela L. Webb 
Mrs. Vickie Webb-Morrison 
Ms. Karissa Weir 
Mrs. Marie Alair Wellmon 
Dr. Bruce E. Whitaker 
Mr. and Mrs. John Whitaker 
Mr. and Mrs. Jon H. White 
Ms. M. Carmella White 
Dr. and Mrs. James Mattox Whitfield 
Dr. Jimmy Delmar Whitlow 
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Wilder 
Dr. and Mrs. Phillip C. Williams 
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse D. Wilson 
Mr. and Mrs. Reese E. Wilson 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wilson 
Mr. and Mrs. Steven A. Winning 
Mr. and Mrs. Stancil Wise 
Mr. and Mrs. Dean A. Wood 
Ms. Josie M. Wood 
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Wooten 
Dr. Bonnie M. Wright 
Ms. Cynthia Wright 
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin E. Wright 
Mr. and Mrs. R. Neil Wright 
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph R. Wright 
Mrs. Daisy H. Wylie 
Mr. Paul C. Wylie 
Mrs. Agnes G. Yoos 
Rev. and Mrs. Albert A. Young 
Ms. Grace Yow 
Mr. Oscar Zamora 
Dr. and Mrs. Timothy J. Zehnder 
Lt. Col. and Mrs. Anthony Zych 

UNDERGRADUATE DAY ALUMNI 
Macy Blanton ‘45 has written three books; 
“Lessons on Living from Egypt, Jordan and the 
Holy Land,” ‘Answered Prayer,” and “Dr. 
Lucinda and The Civil War.” She makes these 
books available for all who are interested with a 
suggested donation to cover costs of printing. 
You may contact the GWU Office of Alumni & 
Parent Relations at 704-406-3862 with inquiries. 
Elizabeth H. Grigg ‘48 AA plans to move to a 
Baptist retirement 
home, The Gardens of 
Taylor Glen, in 
Concord, NC, in late 
2002. Elizabeth is a 
retired AG Resource 
teacher from Gaston 
County Schools. Her 
late husband, Robert B. 
Grigg, Jr, was a minister. 
You may e-mail her at: ehgrigg@juno.com 
William “Bill” S. Barkley Sr. ‘49 and 
Martha Carver Barkley celebrated their 50th 
wedding anniversary in June of 2002. Their son, 
Bill Barkley, Jr. USMC (deceased) and Janice B. 
Brown were both Gardner-Webb graduates. Bill 
and Martha have two other sons: Jeffrey and 
Matthew Barkley. They also have 12 
grandchildren. 
Jack Miller Allison ‘56 has retired as Gaffney 
Municipal Court Judge after 26 years of service 
as a judge. 
Mary Gail Dalton Davis ‘59 AA continues to 
serve as the senior’s center manager for the 
Older Americans’ Council where she began 
work in 1992. She is much involved with her 
home church activities. Davis resides in GA. 
Rev. Floyd Benfleld ‘63 AA will be featured 
in the Whole Blood Donor Hall of Fame 
Calendar produced by the Fenwal Division of 
Baxter Healthcare Corp., a company that 
supplies products to blood banks nationwide. 
He received the Hall of Fame honor in 2001. 
Rev. Benfield serves as pastor of Cedar Falls 
Baptist Church. He has been preaching since he 
was 20 years of age. Fie has donated blood more 
than 100 times and is up to 16 gallons in 
donations. 
Drew Bridges ‘67 was recently elected VP of 
the NC Psychiatric Association. Drew works at 
Granville County Mental Health. He would like 
to hear from classmates. E-mail: 
phrendrew@aol.com 
Dr. J. Mike Minnix ‘72 has been named VP 
for Evangelization in the Georgia Baptist 
Convention. He pastors First Baptist Church in 
Liburn, GA. Fie is married to Jayne Lloyd 
Minnix of Shelby. They have two children. 
Martha Harrington Brewer ‘73 BS, ‘95 MA 
has retired from teaching after 29 years at 
Forest City Elementary School. Husband, 
Lindsey Brewer ‘74, is self-employed at Marlin 
Transportation. E-mail: bbrewer30@juno.com 
Mike Matheny ‘73 BA has been appointed 
Principal of West Wilkes Middle School. He 
formerly served as principal of Millers Creek 
Intermediate School. Lie is married to Margo 
and has two sons. 
Mitch Simpson ‘73 BA was featured by The 
Archdale Trinity-News in February of 2002 in 
“Meet your neighbor ... but God is his 
inspiration.” The article focused on his 
involvement in a Christian beach music band 
entitled “Changed Heart.” Simpson has been 
working as a captain of the High Point Police 
Department. He is married to Amy and has two 
daughters. 
Pam Allison ‘75 BS received certification 
from the National Board of Professional 
Teaching Standards during 2000-2001. She is 
also certified in early adolescence/science. 
John C. Balentine ‘75 BS is working in waste 
treatment at Blue Ridge Paper Products. Wife, 
Susan Cline Balentine, is a self-employed 
potter. E-mail: balentine@charter.net.com 
Virginia “Gin-g” Edwards ‘75 BA was 
featured in the Journal-Scene in February. She 
works as a librarian for Alston Middle School in 
SC. She has been recognized for her work on 
several occasions. 
SPOTLIGHT: Jack D. King ’75 
was conferred the degree of Juris Doctor in 
February 2002, from Barry University 
School of Law. After graduating with a BS 
degree in Business Administration from 
Gardner-Webb, he received a masters degree 
in Business Administration from Pfeiffer 
University in 1988. 
Immediately upon graduation from 
Gardner-Webb, King entered the 93rd 
Officer Candidate Course, Marine Corps 
Development and Education Command, 
Marine Corps Base, Quantico, VA, where 
upon completion, he was commissioned a 
Second Lieutenant. He was then assigned to 
The Basic School for Marine Officers, 
Class 2-76, Marine Corps Development 
and Education Command, Marine Corps 
Base, ^uantico, VA, where US Marine 
Lieutenants undergo intense training in 
leadersh ip and the art of warfare. 
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After completing the six 
month school, he was assigned 
to the United States Naval 
Flight School, Naval Air 
Training Command, Marine 
Air Training Support Group, 
Naval Air Station Pensacola, 
Pensacola, FL. 
Upon completion of the 
eighteen month school, King 
earned the coveted “ Wings of 
Gold” and was designated a 
Naval Aviator. King also 
graduated from the United 
States Naval Intelligence 
School, Naval Landing Force 
Training Command, Little 
Creek Naval Base, Norfolk, VA. He earned 
the rank of Major while serving in the 
United Sates Marine Corps for 11 years. 
King earned two professional teaching 
certificates while teaching full-time and 
attending Barry University’s School of 
Laws evening division. He also earned the 
Florida Real Estate License and a Florida 
Real Estate Appraiser License while 
attending law school. He has held a NC 
Real Estate Broker’s license for 23 years. 
King is a Federal Aviation Administration 
certificated commercial/commercial 
instrument pilot and was trained in both 
fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft 
during US Naval Flight School training. 
Kings s wife, Hope Hath cock King 
graduated from GWU in 1973. 
His mother, Ruth Ware King graduated 
from GWU in 1943. His sister, Norma 
KingPettus, also graduated from GWU in 
the first four year class in 1971; as well as 
his brother, Bruce W. King (1983); brother- 
in-law, John Pettus (1972); and sister-in- 
law, Faith Hath cock Sawyer (1978). 
“We are a Gardner-Webb family,” King 
says. King has also served on the Gardner- 
Webb Alumni Board for 11 years, serving as 
president of the board twice. 
June Campbell ‘77 BA is working for the 
International Mission Board and in Prague. 
While there, she ran into Matthew and Becky 
Stephens, also GWU alumni working with the 
International Mission Board. 
Vista Jones Rainey ‘78 BA was hooded in 
May 2002, at UNCG upon completion of a 
PhD in Music Education. Vista works as an 
assistant principal and is married to Michael 
Lynn Rainey, owner of Sports Memories. E-mail: 
mvrainey@ccarolina.rr.com 
Patsy Voyles ‘80 BA is owner and president of 
NOBLE Detective Service. She is a private 
investigator licensed by the NC Private 
Protective Service Board. She is an active 
member of the NC Association of Private 
Investigators. Voyles remains active part-time as 
an ordained minister. She works with Baptist 
and Methodist churches along with working as a 
clinical chaplain at The Mental Hospital in 
Raleigh, NC. She held a seminar in February, 
2002, at the Healing Arts Center in Zebulon. 
Voyles has her Federal Communication 
Commission License and has worked with a 
local radio station where she also provided a live 
radio program on Sunday mornings. E-mail: 
patsymv@bellsouth.net 
Rev. Charles Turner ‘81 BA, ‘97 M.Div was 
recently featured in an article in The Shelby 
Star, as a recognized leader in the community. 
He is a retired school teacher and coach and 
minister of Mt. Pisgah Baptist Church in 
Bessemer City. 
Sharon Godsmark Henderson ‘82 BS has 
left US Airways due to the effects of 9-11, and 
began a new position as Technical Writer with 
FedEx. She is also a consultant for Tastefully 
Simple. The family Web site is: 
www.tastefullysimple.com/pa/shenderson. E- 
mail: sharonkhen@hotmail.com 
Elizabeth “Beth” Summers Heffner ‘83 
BS, ‘01 M.Div. is serving as the minister of 
music and families at First Baptist Church in 
Rutherfordton, NC. She taught as an adjunct 
instructor with the M. Christopher White 
School of Divinity in Spring of 2002. She is 
married to Dale Heffner and has 2 children, 
Aime and Adam. E-mail: 
sopranoqueen1159@yahoo.com 
Dr. Michael D. Faulkner ‘84 BA has been 
appointed principal at E.E. Waddell High 
School in Charlotte. He also serves as pastor of 
Steele Creek Baptist Church in Charlotte. E- 
mail: michael.faulknercms.k12.nc.us 
Dr. Vincent Hefner ‘84 BA is the new pastor 
at Cherryville’s First Baptist Church. He has 
served as a pastor for 20 years. He and wife, 
Sherry, have four children. 
Sheila P. Price ‘84 BS and husband, Robert, 
announce the birth of their daughter, Angela 
Michelle, on July 31, 2002. Angela has a proud 
and excited big brother, Jonathan, who is 5 years 
old. E-mail: sprice@alltel.net 
Ron Hargrave ‘85 BS has been appointed 
assistant principal at East Alexander Middle 
School with a two year contract. 
Ramon “Mark” King ‘85 BA graduated with 
a Doctor of Ministry degree from Emory 
University in December of 1998, and received a 
Master of Business Administration degree from 
Pfeiffer University in Charlotte in August of 
2002. Mark currently serves at St. Stephen 
UMC. He and his wife, Patricia, reside in 
Charlotte. Mark can be reached at 
rmarkk@aol.com. 
Dina Smith McClure ‘85 BS has been named 
Varsity Girls Basketball Coach at Landrum High 
School where she is also the Varsity Girls 
Softball Coach. Her husband, Eric, works in 
security at Spartanburg Regional Medical 
Center. E-mail: dismcclure@aol.com. 
Evelyn Church ‘86 BS has began work with 
Coty as director of consumer financial services. 
She has 9 years experience in customer service 
management at Revlon. 
Patricia C. Riley ‘86 BS has been named 
Outstanding Staff Member of the Year for 2002 
at Wilkes Community College. 
Kip Cloninger ‘87 BS was named defensive 
coordinator for Sullivan Central Fligh School in 
Blountville, TN. He has coached there for four 
years. He and wife, Margaret, have two children; 
Colt (9) and Maci (1). Margaret is a teacher at 
Sullivan South High School. They reside in 
Blountville, TN. E-mail: kipclon@hotmail.com 
John Vaughn ‘87 BS played in the World Deaf 
Golf Championship in Dublin, Ireland, in July. 
This is his second time on the team, which 
previously won the tournament played in 
Pennsylvania in the summer of 1998. He made 
the USA Deaf Golf Team from qualifying in the 
summer of 2001. He played on the golf team at 
GWC in 1982-1986 under coach Dr. Garland 
Allen, where he placed third in the collegiate 
tourney in 1985. He has also won the 
Southeastern Deaf Golf Association 
Championship 11 times, the National Deaf Golf 
Championship twice, and several state Deaf 
Golf Championships. Last November, he 
received the Commissioner Award from Polk 
County, FL, and the All Sports Award. John 
works as a training specialist for Adult 
Vocational Services at the American School for 
the Deaf. He is married to Lisa Flaherty from 
MA, also deaf. They have a io-year-old hearing 
daughter, Jessica. They reside in Connecticut. E- 
mail: deafgator@aol.com 
Gary Welch ‘87 BS GOAL married Sandy 
Williams on July 29, 2002. Gary is purchasing 
director at CBM, Inc., and Sandy is corporate 
events manager at Lowes, Inc. They live in 
North Wilkesboro and can be reached at 
sandywoi@charter.net 
Randall C. Hall ‘88 BS has earned the 
designation Certified Risk Professional with a 
specialization in Finance/Accounting and 
Treasury/Asset Liability Management from the 
Bank Administration Institute Center for 
Certification. The Certified Risk Professional is 
the premier professional designation dedicated 
to promoting standards of excellence in the area 
Alum Finds Niche in DEA 
Special Agent Steve Migioia ’78 B.S. works complex narcotics investigations involving domestic and 
international drug trafficking, sometimes working undercover, and uncovering drug cartels. 
This highly awarded special agent began his education at Gardner-Webb, obtaining a degree in Pre-Veterinary 
Medicine. He now works as a Senior Special Agent assigned to the Charleston, SC, Resident Office/Atlanta Field 
Division of the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), where he has worked for 12 years. 
In 2000, Special Agent Migioia earned the Strom Thurmond Award for Excellence in Law Enforcement He 
was one of four recipients honored by the US attorney’s office that year for his work. Agent Migioia has been the 
case agent representing the DEA on several Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force cases in the Charleston area; cases that 
resulted m over 200 arrests and over $500,000 in assets seized. As his Strom Thurmond Award press release states, “Special Agent 
Migioia is known as an able and aggressive investigator who concentrates his efforts against the highest level narcotics violators, both 
domestically and internationally.” 
After leaving GWU, Agent Migioia received a master's degree in Animal Science from the University of Tennessee and began 
the I h.D Program- I hat is when he found out about the Drug Enforcement Administration opportunities and pursued the career he 
works in today. Migioia says proudly, “My true awards are my two children, Zack and Ashely, and my wife Linda ” 
of risk management in the financial services 
industry. Randy serves as Executive VP and 
Chief Financial Officer of Bank of Asheville. 
Terry L. Lewis ‘88 entered the Army 
following graduation and has been assigned to 
tours of duty including: Germany; Korea; FT 
Benning, GA; FT Sill, OK; Fothood, TX; FT 
Jackson, SC; and FT Chaffee, AK. He is 
currently assigned to FT Leavenworth, KS, 
where he attends the US Army Command and 
General Staff College. Following this 
assignment, he hopes to continue his service in 
Colorado Springs or Korea. 
Lisa Ann Clay ‘89 and Christian Rene Lacroix 
were married June 29, 2002. Lisa is a chief 
accountant at Specialty Textile Interiors in 
Kings Mountain. They reside in Shelby. 
Jennifer Richards ‘89 BA left a position with 
Young Life International in December of 2001 
and has joined the US Marshals Service as an 
administrator for the Eastern District of 
Virginia in Alexandria, VA. E-mail: 
yljen@juno.com 
D. Greg Marshall ‘90 BS and Lori 
Meadows Marshall ‘90 announce the birth of 
their first child, William Thomas, on August 18, 
2001. E-mail: gmarshall@mtairynet.com 
William A. Morris ‘90 BS completed the 
MBA program at Auburn University in 1995, and 
was promoted to Major in the Alabama State 
Guard in charge of the Second Brigade 
Operations. 
J. Freddie Hutchens ‘91 BS GOAL and 
Kathryn M Hutchens ‘95 GOAL have 
moved to Lancaster, SC. Freddie works as VP of 
Engineering and Operations with Lynches River 
Electric Cooperative in Pageland, SC. 
Anette McClain ‘92 BA and Darrell Burette 
Sinkler were married April 21, 2002; aboard the 
cruise ship Fantasy at Port Canaveral, FL. 
Anette is a child protective service case 
management social worker with the Gaston 
County Department of Social Services. Darrell 
is employed by Fresh Cutz Barber Shop in 
Shelby. After a trip to Aruba, the couple lives in 
Shelby. 
Aaron Clyde Patterson ‘92 BA married 
Sonya Graves December 1, 2001, at Mt. Zion 
Baptist Church in Greensboro. He is employed 
as the executive chef at Gregory’s Restaurant in 
Winston-Salem. She is seeking a master’s degree 
and works at The Nail Gallery & Co., and 
American Express. The couple reside in 
Greensboro. 
Michelle Newman Roseman ‘92 BS and 
husband, Danny, announce the birth of their 
second child, Joshua Andrew, on February 12, 
2002. Michelle was recently promoted to VP of 
Administration at Abernethy Center in Newton, 
NC. Michelle anticipates completion of her 
MBA degree with a concentration in Health 
Care Administration in Spring 2003. The 
Rosemans live in Newton, with their 3-year-old 
daughter, Kathryn. E-mail: rosefour@ 
bellsouth.net 
Christopher L. Welch ‘92 BS is working as a 
security manager for Bank of America. She 
resides in Charlotte, NC. E-mail: 
christopher.welch@bankofamerica.com 
Brent Barbee ‘93 BS was elected to a four- 
year term on the Hamlet City Council in 
November 2001. E-mail: BBarbee@infoave.net 
Jonathan R. Mackay ‘93 BA and Melinda 
MacKay announce the birth of Joshua Robert, 
their second child, on May 2, 2002. 
Mkirty White ‘93 BA and Heather 
Robertson White ‘96 BS announce the birth 
of their second daughter, Camille Annalee on 
July 6, 2002. Marty is an attorney with Johnson 
Allison Hord. Heather is a resident physician at 
Carolina’s Medical Center. E-mail: 
mhcwhite@yahoo.com 
Archie Wood ‘93 BS is working as an 
operations manager at Wendell Transport. He 
and wife, Monica, reside in Yadkinville. E-mail: 
Archie@wendelltransport.com 
Sheila Presnell Auman ‘94 BS and Edward 
Dwight “Eddie” Kidd were married June 22, 
2002. Sheila is a service coordinator in the 
operating room at Wake Forest University 
Baptist Medical Center. They reside in 
Winston-Salem, NC. 
Tricia Ilolfeider ‘94 BS and Scott Kanter, 
who works as an executive chief with Aramarle 
Corp., announce their engagement. A May 2003 
wedding is planned. Tricia accepted a position as 
senior operations director at the World NYC 
(formerly WWF New York) in Times Square. E- 
mail: tricia.holfeider@wwecorp.com 
Brandt A. May ‘94 BS and Wendy G. May 
announce the birth of a baby girl, Madison 
AnnMarie, born May 24, 2002. 
Kelly Holland ‘94 BS and Matthew 
Messmer ‘97 BS were married April 6, 2002, 
at St. Gabriel Catholic Church in Charlotte, 
NC. E-mail: kellykh@mindspring.com 
Philip James Polaski ‘94 BS and Kim Marie 
Burdett were married August 10, 2002, at 
Charity Baptist Church in Gastonia, NC. 1 hey 
reside in Shelby. E-mail: pjpolaski@yahoo.com 
Michael “Chad” Watson ‘94 
BS and Beverly Cooper 
Watson ‘94 announce the birth 
of their son, Cooper Allen, on 
April 4, 2002. They reside in 
Waynesville, NC. Chad works as 
an accounting coordinator at 
Eliada Home, Inc. in Asheville. 
Beverly works as human resource 
manager at Biltmore Oil Co. E- 
mail: cbcwatsonnc@aol.com 
Maria Johnson Braswell ‘95 
ADN is working as an RN OHN 
Flealth/Safety Coordinator with 
National Textiles. Husband, 
Johnnie Braswell ‘95 BS, works in 
sales engineering. E-mail: 
maria_nikki@yahoo.com 
Amy Downs Bridges ‘95 BS and C. Kevin 
Bridges announce the birth of Charles Avery on 
April 23, 2002. Charles has a 2-year old-sister, 
Olivia Kathleen. E-mail: amybridges 
@yahoo.com 
Jeffrey “Jeff” K. Dean ‘95 BA and Jennifer 
“Courtney” Morris were married on May 18, 
2002. Jeff is a youth and children’s pastor at 
Marietta First Baptist Church. Jennifer works as 
an administrative assistant at North Greenville 
College. E-mail: JeffreyKDean@aol.com 
Steve Duncan ‘95 BS and wife, Kristina, 
announce the birth of their third daughter, 
Matthew Clark Duncan on January 7, 2002. 
Steve is the head girls varsity basketball coach 
for Laurens Academy in Laurens, SC. The team 
was runner-up at the South Carolina 
Independent School Association State 
Championships (SCISA) under his coaching. He 
was also named Region II A Coach of the Year, 
Class A Coach of the Year, and named Head 
Coach of the SCISA North-South Girls All-Star 
team. Kristina works as director at Victoria 
Secret. They reside in Greenville. E-mail: 
coachsduncan@aol.com. 
Carmalita Fredell Fortenberry ‘95 & ‘99 
BS received her NC Life and Health License in 
September of 2001. She is employed as an agent 
with RBC Liberty in Shelby, NC. She and 
husband, David, have two daughters: Caitlyn 
Michelle, born August 7, 2002; and Liberty 
Nicole, born December 1, 2001. E-mail: 
cfortenberry@libertyagency.com 
Crystal Darlene Higgins MS, CRC ‘95 BS 
and R. Christopher Gilreath were married May 
24, 2002 in Jamaica. They live in Knoxville, TN, 
where Crystal is a coordinator for the Disability 
- Careers Office at the University of Tennessee. 
Chris is an attorney at the law firm of Gilreath 
& Associates. E-mail: chiggini@utk.edu 
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Andrea Johnson ‘95 BA and Joe Johnson 
announce the birth of their son, James Daniel 
Johnson, on November 28, 2001, in Kirkland 
WA. E-mail: doc_90@hotmail.com 
Kristie Elaine Parker Graham ‘95 BS and 
husband, David, announce the birth of their 
son, Parker Ray, on April 15, 2002, at Forsyth 
Medical Center in Winston-Salem. 
Allison Berry Teague ‘95 BA and husband, 
Brian M. Teague ‘95 BA announce the birth 
of their daughter, Callie Elizabeth, born 
October 6, 2001. E-mail: teagueall@yahoo.com 
Melissa White ‘95 BS has been named VP of 
WorkForce Carolina. She has been employed 
with the company since 1991. She is also 
involved in the Mt. Airy Rotary Club, March of 
Dimes, Mt. Airy Chamber of Commerce and 
the United Fund. She lives in Dobson with her 
husband, Jason, and two daughters. 
Dale Cline ‘96 BS was featured in The Mount 
Airy News in January 2002. Dale serves as the 
minister for St. Andrew Lutheran Church in 
Jonesville, NC. He graduated from the Lutheran 
Theological Seminary. 
Troy Dean Powell ‘96 BS and Heather 
Michelle Mulkey were united in marriage on 
March 16, 2002, at Mountain Mist Wedding 
Chapel at Pigeon Forge, TN. Troy is employed 
as an investigator with the Guilford County 
Planning and Development at Greensboro and 
as an officer with the Randleman Police 
Department. Heather is self-employed at 
Critter Sitters (pet-sitting) of Asheboro. After a 
wedding trip to Florida and Myrtle Beach, SC, 
the couple lives in Denton. 
Brenda Ledford Rochford ‘96 BS and 
husband, Ken, announce the birth of their 
second child, Amber Elizabeth, born March 30, 
2002. Brenda has accepted a position as Sunday 
School Director with Sierra Vista United 
Methodist Church and is attending Bethel 
Seminary working towards a Masters of Arts 
degree in Children’s and Family Ministries. Ken 
works as a Special Agent for the US Customs 
Service. E-mail: Mrs_Roc@hotmail.com. 
James C. Duckworth III ‘97 BS and Betty 
Duckworth’s daughter, Carrie E. Duckworth, 
was married to Daniel Anderson, US Army Tech 
Sergeant, while both served in S. Korea. Carrie 
and her husband have transferred to I Ieidelburg, 
Germany. James and brother, Arthur Duckworth 
attended the Keith Griggs annual memorial 
dinner and enjoyed fellowship with many 
friends. James may be reached at 
duckworthj@cadmus.com. 
Jason Farr ‘97 BA has been named Client 
Service Coordinator with Interim Healthcare in 
Greenville, SC. He is responsible for staffing 
home health services and care for long term and 
private care patients in Greenville and Pickens 
counties. He and wife, Jennifer Farr, reside in 
Greer, SC. E-mail: Cjfarr2@a0l.com 
Katie Poarch Gordon ‘97 BS has been 
promoted to district sales coordinator in the 
Charlotte region with AFLAC. She is married to 
Gene Gordon. E-mail: Kgaflac@bellsouth.net 
Justin David Ham ‘97 BA and Angela 
Deanne ‘Angie” Smith were married in July 
2002, at Jersey Baptist Church in Lexington. 
Justin is a youth minister at Dayspring Baptist 
Fellowship in Durham, and Angie works for 
Friendship Christian School in Raleigh as a high 
school math teacher and guidance counselor. 
After a Caribbean cruise, they made their home 
in Raleigh. 
Philip Keefe ‘97 BA is working as athletic 
director and head football coach for First 
Baptist High School. His wife, Mindy, is an 
office assistant at Prudential. They reside in 
Summerville, SC. E-mail: gwu45@yahoo.com 
Christina Bailey ‘98 BS and Jeremy 
Sterling ‘oi BS were married December 29, 
2001. She is employed in the Emory Clinic 
Heart Risk Reduction and Cardiac 
Rehabilitation Program in Atlanta. He is a 
anesthesiology physician assistant student at 
Emory University. After a trip to the Isle of 
Capri, Naples, FL, they live in Atlanta. 
DanyeUe Workman Earl ‘98 BSN and Darin 
Earl announce the birth of a daughter, Macey 
Marydith Earl, on May 15, 2002. Danyelle works 
as a registered nurse at Cleveland Regional 
Medical Center. Darin is a oven technician at 
PPG Industries, Inc. E-mail: christine7i398 
@y ahoo.com 
Jennifer Satterfield Farr ‘98 BS was 
recently awarded her masters degree in 
Elementary Education from Converse College 
in Spartanburg, SC. She is a second grade 
teacher at Taylors Elementary in the Greenville 
County School District. E-mailrJf9475@aol.com 
Joanna Renee Goins ‘98 and Gregory Allen 
Beard were married May 4, 2002, at Cape 
Charles in VA. Joanna works as a social worker 
in Moore County. They celebrated in Cape 
Charles and now reside in Aberdeen. 
Carlton Hurt ‘98 has won a second place 
award in sports coverage and a third-place award 
in sports news coverage while working as staff 
sports writer for The Dispatch in Lexington, 
NC. 
Tabatha Overstreet ‘98 BA and Todd 
Hallman ‘99 BA were married July 31, 1999. 
Todd graduated with a master’s degree in 
Theological Studies (MTS) from Duke 
University. Tabatha is pursuing her Master’s of 
Social Work degree at Tulane University. E-mail: 
thallman@duke.edu 
Tara Roebuck Pass ‘98 BS and James “Jay” 
Holbrook Pass ‘98 have moved to the 
Statesville area. Tara has completed a master’s 
degree in Music Education from UNC 
Greensboro. She works in collections with 
Americredit. Jay works as a high school choral 
teacher at West Iredell High. E-mail: 
thepassfamily@att.net. 
Melissa Browning ‘99 BA will begin working 
with Global Service Corps with the Cooperative 
Baptist Fellowship in Kenya, East Africa in 
2003. She is a student at George W. Truett 
Theological Seminary. Her husband, Wes, is an 
office administrator at Calvary Baptist Church. 
They reside in Texas. E-mail: melissa 
@wesandmelissa.com 
Larry Durham, Jr., ‘99 BS, ‘oi MBA, and 
Melissa Weisch ‘98 BA were married October 
20, 2001. Melissa is employed with Rhyne 
Elementary School as a family literacy 
coordinator. Larry is employed with Duke 
Energy Corp. as a human resources recruiting 
specialist. After a trip to Napa Valley, CA, the 
couple lives in Gastonia, NC. 
Jeremy Lee Fern ‘99 BA has returned from 
the Washington DC area. He served as the 
children’s minister at First Baptist Church in 
Alexandria, VA, for 14 months. “It was a 
wonderful opportunity to minister to children 
and their parents during such a difficult time in 
our Nation’s history.” He now serves as 
admissions counselor at GWU. E-mail: 
jfern@gardner-webb.edu 
Aundrea Jones ‘99 BA and Teddy Jones 
announce the birth of Nicholas Leonard Jones 
on April 29, 2002. E-mail: andreajones29 
@y ahoo.com 
Emily Gooden Mauck ‘99 BA and Shane 
Mauck ‘99 BS announce the birth of their 
baby girl Kathlyn Rose on April 7, 2002. E-mail: 
shanemauck@renfro.com 
James “Jim” Miller ‘99 BS and Jennifer 
Miller were married in March of 2001, and have 
moved back to Pittsburgh, PA. Jim is employed 
by Allegheny County Probation as a probation 
officer. E-mail: jimmmerz98@yahoo.com 
Lynna Kay Moore Parker ‘99 BA and 
husband, Joseph, welcomed an addition to their 
family on February 15, 2002, Logan Joseph 
Parker. Lynna is now staying home with Logan. 
E-mail: blessedanonymity@msn.com 
Suzanne Morris Proctor ‘9968 and 
husband, PFC Richard L. Proctor, are stationed 
at Fort Bragg, NC. Suzanne works as a vision 
impaired teacher and case manager. E-mail: 
SandRProctor@aol.com 
Christina Whitehouse Suggs ‘99 BA is 
working as a self-employed sign language 
interpreter. Her husband, Matthew, is a divinity 
school student at Campbell University. E-mail: 
deevahhh@hotmail.com 
Jill Robin Weigle ‘99 BA and Daniel Powell 
DuPre were marrie May 4, 2002, at First Baptist 
Church of Columbia. Jill is employed as a sign 
language interpreter for Communication Access 
Network, Inc. Daniel is employed as an 
education specialist with the SC Department of 
Natural Resources. The couple resides in Irmo. 
Solomon Lee Willis ‘99 BS is one of eight 
high school math teachers in NC that were 
selected as a Mathematics Education Leadership 
Training Scholar (MELT) at Appalachian State 
University for the summer of 2002. Solomon is 
taking 4 weeks of classes and earning 12 hours of 
graduate credit toward a master’s degree in 
Mathematics Education. The program included 
full tuition and related expenses. Solomon is 
teaching an online Physics course for NC’s 
Virtual Academy High School and attending a 
week of training in Fayetteville at the Academy. 
E-mail: owepar@yahoo.com 
Crystal Lynn Anderson ‘00 BA and 
Christopher Wayne Huffman were married on 
April 6, 2002, at Liberty Baptist Church. 
Crystal is employed in the accounts payable 
department of Louisiana Pacific (formerly 
ABTco) in Roaring River. Following a wedding 
trip to Hilton Head, SC, Saint Augustine, FL, 
and Walt Disney World, Orlando, FL, the 
couple resides in Jonesville. 
Darryl Wade Brown ‘00 BS and Stacy Leigh 
Zachary were united in marriage June 2002, in 
Southside Baptist Church in Greensboro. 
Darryl is employed at Southern Guilford High 
School as a teacher and coach. Stacy is 
employed as broker-in-charge at Bradford 
Reality. Following a honeymoon trip to the U.S. 
Virgin Islands, the couple resides in Archdale. 
Larissa Snider Brown ‘00 BS and Allen 
Brown were married June 1, 2002. Larissa is a 
technician at Unifi Inc. Allen is a teacher at 
Boonville Elementary School. 1 hey reside in 
yadkinville, NC. E-mail: lsnider78@hotmail.com 
Ashleigh Michelle Brunson ‘00 BS married 
David Bradford of Bessemer City on July 20, 
2002, at First Baptist Church in Gastonia, NC. 
David is a graduate of The Citadel and works 
for Vanguard Group in Charlotte. E-mail: 
ashndav@hotmail.com 
Holly Michelle Carmichael ‘oo BS and 
James Albert Harrison III were married June 8, 
2002. She works as an assistant manager for 
Walgreens. The couple resides in Cornelius, 
NC. 
Julie Elizabeth Cline ‘00 BS and Steven 
Douglas Estes were married in April 2002. Julie 
is employed by United Way of Iredell County as 
an office manager. They reside in Troutman. 
Andrew Emerson Craig ‘00 BSN GOAL 
and wife, Jeannie, announce the birth of Grace 
Elizabeth on July 23, 2002, at 2 pounds, 14 oz. 
Andrew announces, “We named her to testily of 
God’s grace and mercy...” Andrew graduated 
from UNC Charlotte with an MSN degree in 
July, 2002, with a Family Nurse Practitioner 
major. He was inducted into Sigma Theta Tau 
nursing honor society while a student and 
served as VP of the Graduate and Professional 
Student Government. E-mail: 
aec618@carolina.rr.com 
Carolyn Crosland ‘00 BS and James Crosland 
announce the birth of their second son, 
Nicholas Aaron on June 18, 2002. Nicholas’ 
brother, Andrew, is 9 years old. Carolyn is an 
eighth grade school teacher. James works with 
Dan River Inc. They reside in Bostic, NC. 
Carrie E Duckworth ‘00 BA, daughter of 
alumnus James C. Duckworth III (‘97 BS) and 
Betty Duckworth, has married Daniel 
Anderson. Daniel serves as a US Army Tech 
Sergeant. Both Carrie and Daniel had been 
serving in S. Korea were transferred to 
Heidelburg, Germany in August. 
Lori Jean Gilbert ‘00 BS was married to 
Ronald Chad Dotson June 8, 2002. Lori is 
employed as a second grade teacher. The couple 
reside in Sunny View, NC. 
Cristen Joelle Jenkins ‘00 AA and Joshua 
Hollis Watson were united in marriage on April 
13, 2002, at First Baptist Church in 
Hendersonville. Cristen is employed with 
Athens Regional Medical Center in Athens, GA, 
as a registered nurse in the mother/baby unit. 
Joshua is a full-time graduate student at the 
University of Georgia obtaining his master’s 
degree in clinical social work. After a wedding 
cruise to the southern Caribbean Islands, the 
couple lives in Monroe, GA. 
Travis Scott Martin ‘00 BS 
and Amanda Suzanne Draughon 
were married June 18, 2002, in a 
seaside ceremony, held in an open- 
air gazebo in the Bahamas. Travis 
is employed as chief estimator at 
HBI Mechanical in Elkin and 
Michelle is employed with Surry 
County Schools as a sixth grade 
math and science teacher at 
Meadowview Middle School. 
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Patricia Powell ‘00 BS has 
made the National Dean’s List for 
the academic year 2001-2002. She 
received a Masters of Arts in _ 
Counseling degree in May of 2002 
from Webster University. Patricia is a K-6 
school counselor for Anson County Schools. 
E-mail: painless4you@aol.com 
Melissa Sims ‘00 BA received a master’s 
degree in Elementary Education in July 2002, 
from Converse College. She works as a fourth 
grade teacher. E-mail: sissao21@aol.com 
Larissa Annette Snider ‘00 BS and Samuel 
Allen Brown were married on June 1, 2002, in 
Union Grove Baptist Church. Larissa teaches 
second grade at Booneville Elementary School 
’49 Alumnus Gets 
National Award 
The Auxiliary to The American 
Veterinary Medical Association awarded 
the Distinguished Service Award to Dot 
Sink ’49 at its convention this July in 
Nashville, Tennessee. 
Over 8,000 were in attendance at the 
convention, including veterinarians, 
veterinary technicians, and students of 
veterinary medicine. Speakers and 
entertainers for the convention were former 
NFL quarterback Terry Bradshaw, singer 
Charlie Pride, and U.S. Representative John 
S. Tanner from Tennessee. 
Sink has served in many capacities 
during her 46 years of involvement in the 
veterinary profession. She was president for 
both the Auxiliary to the North Carolina 
and American Veterinary Medical 
Associations. 
Her husband. Dr. Max Sink, served as a 
delegate from North Carolina to the House 
of Delegates of the AVMA for 17 years. 
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and Samuel works for Unifi, Inc. 
Tabatha Sigmon Spake ‘oo BS 
was married to Stephen Ashley 
Spake of Lincolnton, NC, on 
December 30, 2000. They live in 
Charlotte, NC with the family 
pet, Grade the Pug. 
Sgt. Darren T. Summers ‘oo 
has been deployed to support 
Operation Enduring Freedom. 
Summers is an Army National 
Guard Staff Seargent. He is a 
military police team leader 
regularly assigned to the 211th 
Military Police Company in Clide, 
NC. 
Kelly Taylor ‘00 BA and husband, Robert, 
announce the birth of their son, Knowles Allen, 
on July 22, 2002. They reside in Monroe, NC. 
Gena Kristen Willis ‘00 and Joshua David 
Turner were married April 13, 2002. Gena is a 
Public Health Nurse II with the Cleveland 
County Health Department. After a trip to the 
Southern Caribbean. They reside in Casar. 
Eric Roger Wise ‘00 BS and Shree 
Honbaier-Wise ‘00 BS were married June 8, 
2002. Both are enrolled at Appalachian State 
University seeking a Master’s of Higher 
Education degree. E-mail: ewise@iwon.com 
Jessica Amy Boone ‘01 BS and Jimmy Ross 
Preslar Jr. were married April 13, 2002, at First 
Baptist Church in Troy Jessica is employed by 
McRae Office Solutions. After a trip to Dunn’s 
River, Jamaica, the couple resides in Woodrun, 
NC. 
Shannon Owens Boyd ‘01 BS is working as a 
computer-programmer with Classic-Leather. She 
and Brian, her husband, reside in Statesville. 
Jessica Butler ‘01 BS was married on 
December 22, 2001, at Spencer Baptist Church 
in Spindale, NC. Jessica is employed as a fifth 
grade teacher at Township Three Elementary 
School in Shelby, NC. After a trip to Tennessee 
the couple resides in Forest City, NC. 
Jerry Daniel Cash Jr. ‘01 BS and Carmen 
Leigh Keeney were married June 8, 2002, at 
Stateline Baptist Church. Jerry is employed 
with East Rutherfordton High School and 
Carmen is employed with Rutherfordton 
Elementary School. After a trip to Myrtle 
Beach, the couple resides in Chcsnee. 
Travis Conn ‘01 BS is working as a salesman 
for Jostens in the Wilmington, NC, area. He can 
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be reached at gwu22@aol.com. 
Mark Allen Kelly ‘01 BS was married to 
Trade Lynn Baker June 8, 2002. Mark is 
employed by the Lowes Corporate Office in 
Wilkesboro and attends the master’s program at 
Lenoir Rhyne College. 
Levonna G. Morrison ‘01 BS has been sworn 
in as probation/parole officer for the Division of 
Community Corrections. She is an associate 
minister of Saint Luke Church in Mt. Gilead. 
She began work with the department of 
corrections in 1994 and is nominating 
chairperson for the NC Correction Association. 
She resides in the Pee Dee Community of 
Montgomery County with husband, Louis. They 
have two children and four grandchildren. 
Virginia Gail “Ginny” Petrea ‘01 BA and 
Wayne E. Moorefield were married April 27, 
2002, at Faith Baptist Church. Ginny works for 
the Deaf Access Interpreting Service as their 
public awareness coordinator. Wayne is a 
software engineer for Nortel Networks. After a 
wedding trip to Orlando, FL, and a Caribbean 
cruise, the Moorefields live in Raleigh. 
Melissa Jean Smith ‘01 BS and Charles 
Eugene Jones III were married June 16, 2002, at 
Race Path Baptist Church in Ellenboro. Melissa 
is a social worker at White Oak Manor in 
Shelby. Charles is employed by Shelby Fire 
Department and Cleveland County EMS. After 
a wedding trip to Gatlinburg, TN, the couple 
lives in Mooresboro. 
April Dawn Dunbar ‘02 BS and Daniel Luke 
Horton Jr. were united in marriage on June 7, 
2002, in a private ceremony at Antioch Baptist 
Church. April graduated with a Bachelor of 
Science in Business Administration. Daniel is a 
partner in Maple Ridge Farms Inc. After a 
wedding trip to Savannah, GA, the couple 
resides in the Pine Ridge community. 
Grzegorz Jerzy Herman ‘02 BA GOAL 
resides in Gastonia, NC. E-mail: gregih 
@aol.com 
Charlotte Dunelle Graham ‘02 BS and 
Sheldon LeRon Blake were married on June 1, 
2002, at First Wesleyan Church. Charlotte is 
employed by Food Lion, LLC in Pineville and 
Sheldon is employed by Nord Gear Inc. in 
Charlotte. The couple honeymooned in 
Charleston, SC, and now lives in Gastonia. 
Jenny Ivie ‘02 BS is working as a quality 
review specialist and resides in Kings Mountain, 
NC. 
Tina L. Matthews ‘02 BS GOAL is working 
as a data analyst at Novant Health. She resides 
in Boonville, NC. E-mail: TLMatthews 
@Novanthealth.org 
Amanda Noel Murdock ‘02 BSN and Andy 
Wayne Herring were married June 8, 2002, at St. 
John’s Lutheran Church in Concord. Amanda is 
a registered nurse at Metrolina Kidney Center 
and Andy is a utility construction operator for 
the city of Concord. The couple honeymooned 
in Montego Bay, Jamaica. 
Mark Andrew Pemberton ‘02 BS and Carrie 
Elaine Ratcliffe were married July 20, 2002, in 
Calvary Baptist Church in Winston-Salem. 
Mark works for iLiant Corp. and Carrie works 
for Wake Forest University Baptist Medical 
Center. 
Michelle Marie Rhodes ‘02 BS and Shannon 
Doyle-Vance Marr were united in marriage July 
13, 2002, at Wrightsboro Baptist Church in 
Wilmington, NC. Michelle received her 
bachelor of science degree in elementary 
education. Shannon is employed by Atlantic 
Refinishing. After a honeymoon in the Outer 
Banks of North Carolina, the couple resides in 
Castle Hayne, NC. 
Andrew Glenn Thomas ‘02 BS GOAL is 
currently living in Cherryville. E-mail: 
AndrewThomas78@hotmail.com 
Angela Kaye Toole ‘02 BA and Carlton 
Brockwell Slagle were married June 1, 2002, in 
Dover Chapel on the campus of Gardner-Webb 
University. Angela is employed by IMAG Video 
in Nashville and Carlton is employed by Blue 
Sky Filmworks in Nashville. After a wedding 
trip to Charleston, SC, the couple lives in 
Antioch, TN. 
Jason Allan Werts ‘02 BS and Amanda Lynne 
Alexander were married in May 2002, at Abney 
Memorial Baptist Church. Jason is employed by 
Rock Hill School District Three and Amanda is 
employed by Alterra Sterling House. After a 
wedding trip to Townsend, TN, the couple lives 
in Rock Hill. 
Amy Melissa Morton ‘02 BS and Marty 
William Abernathy were married on June 22, 
2002, at Stowe Manor in Belmont. Marty is 
employed by Toyota of Gastonia. Following a 
trip to Jamaica, the couple lives in Charlotte. 
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Donna Boggs ‘86 MA received 
certification from the National Board 
of Professional Teaching Standards 
during 2000-2001. She lives in 
Polkville with her husband, Dan, and 
son, Dan Jr. She has 22 years teaching 
experience. 
Rob Fuldner ‘86 MA has been 
named principal of Startown 
Elementary School. He was previously 
principal at Balls Creek Elementary 
School and Burke County Elementary 
School. 
Martha Harrington Brewer ‘95 
MA, ‘73 BS has retired from 
teaching after 29 years at Forest City 
Elementary School. Husband, 
Lindsey Brewer ‘74, is self- 
employed at Marlin Transportation. E- 
mail: bbrewer30 @juno.com 
Michelle Leigh Bridges ‘95 MA 
and Robert Jason Stanley were 
married May 11, 2002, in Gilkey 
United Methodist Church, 
Rutherfordton. Michelle is a sports 
medicine teacher and athletic trainer 
with Henderson County Public 
Schools. Robert is a business and 
marketing teacher and football coach 
with Asheville City Schools. After a 
honeymoon to the Florida Keys, the 
couple resides in Hendersonville. 
Rev. Charles Turner ‘97 MBiv, ‘81 
BA was recently featured in an article 
in The Shelby Star, as a recognized 
leader in the community. He is a 
retired school teacher and coach and 
minister of Mt. Pisgah Baptist Church 
in Bessemer City. 
1 
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Grover Linebarger ‘99 MA has 
become the new principal of 
Sweetwater Elementary School. He 
was assistant principal at Oxford 
Elementary School prior to this 
appointment. 
Joey Bullis ‘00 MA is working as 
principal at Mulberry Elementary 
School. Prior to this appointment, he 
was assistant principal for Mulberry 
and Woodward Middle School. 
Kevin S. Cambell ‘00 MA has been 
named principal at Thornton 
Elementary School. Cambell has 10 
years experience in education and has 
served in various athletic and 
administrative duties. 
DeAnna Finger ‘00 MA has 
become principal of River Bend 
Middle School. She was previously 
assistant principal at River Bend and 
Rock Springs Elementary in Denver. 
resources recruiting specialist. 
After a trip to Napa Valley, 
CA, the couple lives in 
Gastonia, NC. 
Elizabeth “Beth” 
Summers Heffner ‘01 
MDiv, ‘83 BS is serving as 
the minister of music and 
families at First Baptist 
Church in Rutherfordton, NC. She 
taught as an adjunct instructor with 
the M. Christopher White School of 
Divinity in Spring of 2002. She is 
married to Dale Heffner and has two 
children, Aime and Adam. E-mail: 
sopranoqueenii59 @yahoo.com 
Sammy Joe Long ‘01 MBA, ‘96 BS 
has been appointed Assistant VP and 
serves as Loan Compliance and 
Collection Officer in the Loan 
Administration Department at The 
Community Bank in the Pilot 
Mountain, NC, area. 
Steven Johnston ‘00 MBA opened 
his own business, A-i First 
Impressions Carpet & Specialty 
Services, a cleaning business, in July of 
2001. He is one of only four IICRC 
Senior Carpet Inspectors in NC. The 
company is one of six companies in 
NC to earn Carpet & Rug Institute 
Seal of Approval. His wife, Linda, has 
passed the board testing after 
graduating from Forsyth Tech with an 
ADN degree. They reside in 
Lexington. 
Larry Durham, Jr., ‘99 BS, ‘01 
MBA, and Melissa Welsch ‘98 BA 
were married October 20, 2001. 
Melissa is employed with Rhyne 
Elementary School as a family literacy 
coordinator. Larry is employed with 
Duke Energy Corp. as a human 
Danielle Robertson ‘01 MA 
received certification from the 
National Board of Professional 
Teaching Standards during 2000-2001. 
Jeff Taylor ‘01 MA has been named 
principal of Arndt Middle School. He 
was previously assistant principal at 
Bunker Hill High School. 
Vanessa Lynn Brigman ‘02 M.A. 
and Jason David Fulbright BS 
were married February 23, 2002, at 
Swannanoa Methodist Church. 
Vanessa is employed by Limestone 
College in Gaffney, SC. Jason received 
a master of business administration. 
After a wedding trip to Chateau Elan 
in GA, and Charleston, SC, the couple 
lives in Shelby. 
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Deaths 
Nancy Arrowood died June 3, 2002, in 
Chattanooga, TN. She is survived by husband, 
Eugene, one son and two daughters. 
Scott Futrell died July 17, 2002, at the age of 
38. He worked with the Mecklenburg County 
Police Dept, where he rose to the rank of 
Sergeant in the Aviation Unit. He also 
volunteered with the Civic Air Patrol. His wife, 
Christy Leigh Futrell and son, David, survive. 
Sue A. Futrell, age 50, died July 8, 2002, at 
First Health Regional Hospital in Pinehurst, 
NC. Memorials may be made to the Duke 
Comprehensive Cancer Center, DUMC, 3828, 
Durham, NC 27710. 
Mary Olga Watson Hamrick, age 76, died 
July 8, 2002, at Cleveland Regional Medical 
Center. She was a lifelong member of Shiloh 
Baptist Church in Rutherford County. She 
taught 44 years n the Rutherford County School 
System. She also volunteerd with the McNair 
Foundation after retirement. Her three 
daughters survive. 
William E. Herndon died July 17, 2002, at the 
age of 72. He retired from Sara Lee Corp. He is 
survived by his wife, Peggy, three sons and seven 
grandchildren. 
Dr. William “Bill” Hovis, age 65, died June 11, 
2002, at Cleveland Regional Medical Center. He 
served 30 years with US Governmment in 
Foreign Service, and received two Presidential 
Citations from the US State Department. He 
also served in the Army. 
Ricky Eugene Kirby died June 29, 2002, at 
the age of 47, as a result of injuries sustained in 
an automobile accident. He served as minister 
of music at Pleasant Grove Baptist Church in 
Fountain Inn and director of Joyful Sound at 
North Greenville College for 15 years. He has 
also served at Liberty First Baptist Church, 
Reedy River Baptist in Travelers Rest, and Rock 
Springs Baptist Church in Easley. 
Roland Leath, age 90, died March 31, 2002, at 
Cleveland Pines Nursing Center. He is survived 
by his wife, Lois Hall Leath, a son and two 
daughters. Memorials may be made to First 
Baptist Church, 120 N. Lafayette St., or the 
Roland and Lois Leath Sholarship, School of 
Divinity, Garnder-Webb, PO Box 997, Boiling 
Springs, NC 28017. 
Beth Ellen Burdick Maine, age 47, died April 
28, 2002, at Iredell Memorial Hospital. She was 
a wife, mother, teacher and nurse. Condolences 
may ber sent by e-mail through www.legacy.com. 
Jeanette Mogan McHone, age 67, died in July 
of 2002, in Winston-Salem, NC. She is survived 
by husband, Bob, two daughters and three 
grandchildren. She received awards and 
recognition in the nursing field. Memorials may 
be made to Mt. Tabor United Methodist 
Church, 3543 Robin Hood Rd., Winston-Salem, 
NC. 
Cynthia Reel Painter died July 5, 2002. She 
taught Sunday School at Covenant Bible Church 
and voluneered with Crisis Pregnancy Centers. 
Her husband, William Elliot painter, Jr., and 
children survive. Memorials may be made to 
your local Crisis Pregnancy Center. 
Keith Pyrtle, attended 1966 and 1967, died 
August 26, 2001, at the age of 53. He also 
attended Mars Hill College and served in the 
Navy for four years. He was a charter member 
of PALSS and served as a tour guide for the USS 
Missouri. He owned several clubs in Columbia 
including the Menage, Matrix and Shandon 
Club. 
Thomas Walker Taylor, age 68, died March 
18, 2002, at Wake Forest University Baptist 
Medical Center. He is survived by his wife, 
Margaret R. Taylor of Fot Mill, SC, and 
children. Memorials may be made to the 
Leukemia and Lymphoma Society, 5950 Fairview 
Rd., Suite 250, Charlotte, NC 28210. 
Reverend Marvin Whisnant, age 75, died 
June 12, 2002, at his home. His wife, Ruth 
McSwain Whisnant, three sons and two 
daughters survive him. He was a retired Baptist 
minister. 
Abbie Miller Mitchell, 
Known as ‘Miss Abbie,’ 
Passes Away at 94 
Mrs. Abbie Miller Mitchell, 94, passed away in July 
A former Gardner-Webb faculty member, she was a 
resident of the Leisure Years Nursing Home in Owensboro, Ky, at the 
time of her death. She was preceded in death by her husband, Clyde 
Mitchell. 
Mrs. Mitchell, a Colorado native, retired from Kentucky Wesleyan 
College as a music teacher after leaving Gardner-Webb. She began her 
employment at what was known as Boiling Springs Junior College in 1937 
and her tenure here covered 27 years. She left Gardner-Webb in 1963. 
While a member of our faculty, she taught piano and served as head of 
the Music Department. She considered the Department to be thriving 
during her time here and she credited President George Burnett and the 
Rev. John W. Suttle for keeping the college alive during those years. 
Miss Abbie, as she was known, projected a vivacious and optimistic 
spirit during her lifetime. Of her years at Gardner-Webb she said, “If I had 
the same time at the same salary, I would do it again. My years at the 
college were some of the best years of my productive life.” 
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- Creating a Legacy - 
Much of what Gardner-Webb has achieved today and will in the future depends upon individuals and families who 
create planned gifts during their lifetimes. Mrs. Mozelle Costner Parker and Mr. and Mrs. Truitt J. Beard recently utilized 
GWU’s Office of Gift Planning to create lasting legacies. The Beards and Mrs. Parker, along with their professional 
advisors, examined closely the many benefits offered by a Gardner-Webb Charitable Gift 
Annuity. The Beards and Mrs. Parker are now members of Gardner-Webb Legacy Society. If 
you have included Gardner-Webb in your estate plans and have not notified the university, 
we would appreciate you contacting us so you can be included in the meaningful society. For 
more information about becoming a member, you can contact the Office of Gift Planning 
at 704-406-3975. No information will be shared publicly without permission. 
Mozelle Costner Parker, a GWU alumnus, retired educator and longtime community 
leader in Scotland County, NC, recently established two gift annuities. Mars. Parker said, 
‘As an alumnus and a former public school teacher, I want to help enable students to obtain 
a quality education in a Christian environment.” Fifty percent of the principal that will 
someday come to Gardner-Webb will be added to the W.F. and Mozelle Costner Parker Endowed Teaching Scholarship 
and the remaining 50 percent will be designated for capital needs in the GWU School of Education. 
During her life, Mrs. Parker is tripling her earning power over the CD rate she was receiving. She has benefited from 
an up-front tax deduction and will receive and will receive guaranteed payments for life, part of which of tax-free over her 
expected lifetime. 
Truitt J. and Dorothy I. Beard also recently established a gift annuity that will make quarterly payments to both of 
them for their lifetimes. Mr. and Mrs. Beard are longtime friends of Gardner-Webb. Mr. Beard served as mayor of 
Maiden, NC, and Mrs. Beard is retired after a career in nursing. After factoring in the different elements - the current 
deduction, the tax-free portion of the annuity payout, and the size of the annuity - Mr. and Mrs. Beard are achieving an 
effective return rate of 9.4 percent on their gift. 
Mrs. Beard said, “We love Gardner-Webb and by establishing a gift annuity we can someday help students studying for 
full-time Christian service. The principal at our deaths will create the Truitt J. and Dorothy I. Beard Christian Service 
Organization Scholarship Fund. In the meantime we will get a good financial return on our gift as well as great tax 
benefits we can use now.” 
Tired of 3% (or less) returns? 
Does 7% or 8% strikee your fancy? 
It’s not too good to be true! 
Today, a gift annuity might pay you 8 
percent or more, depending on your 
age. Here’s even better news: it’s 
guaranteed, and the payments to you 
are partially tax-free. 
How does it work? A gift annuity 
is a contract between a donor and a 
charity, becaked by all of the assets of 
the charity. It provides a fixed 
monthly payment for life for one or 
more donors. 
How much can you earn? If you 
are 65, you will receive 6.7%; if you are 
72, the payment will be 7.4%. Please 
see the table (at right) to find the 
payments for you age. There is also a 
“two-life table” for couples. 
Best of all: your gift will help 
Gardner-Webb continue to offer the 
finest in educational opportunities in 
a caring, Christian environment. 
Charitable Gift 
Annuity Rates 
One T afe 
Age Rate 
60 6.4% 
65 6.7% 
70 7.2% 
72 7.4% 
76 8.0% 
80 8.9% 
90 12.0% 
Two T.hjps 
Age Rate 
60/55 5.8% 
65/60 6.2% 
70/65 6.4% 
72/67 6.5% 
76/71 6.8% 
80/75 7.3% 
90/85 9.2% 
Gift Annuity Response Form 
Complete and send us this form and we will return a complete 
illustration of the gift annuity to you as as possible. All 
responses are confidential and there is no obligation incurred 
by asking for this information. 
Your name and birthdate:_ 
Second name and birthdate: 
Address:_ 
City, State, Zip:_ 
Daytime telephone: _ 
Gift amount to be illustrated: $ _ 
Please note: minimum gift amount is $$000 
If you want to use appreciated securities to fund a gift 
annuity, please note the cost basis here: 
$_ 
GardnerNKfebb 
UNIVERSITY 
Mail to: David Webb, director of planned giving, 
Gardner-Webb University, 
PO Box 997, Boiling Springs, NC 28017 
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“hiinei-Weii USA” 
Red, White and Blue were this year’s homecoming colors right along with the traditional 
red and black of the Runnin’ Bulldogs. In true Gardner-Webb style, tradition was combined 
with American Pride at this year’s 2002 Homecoming Festivities. This year’s theme “Gardner- 
Webb USA: Bulldog Tradition • American Pride” was a celebration of the 
history and tradition of Gardner-Webb while at the same time honoring 
and recognizing alumni and community members who have and continue 
to serve our country 
Veterans, service men and women, and public safety personnel were 
invited to attend as GWU and the Boiling Springs community gathered 
to recognize and “salute” our American Heroes. Leading the festivities 
was Major General Michael P. Sullivan, USMC (retired) who served as 
this year’s Grand Marshall. Also joining in the celebrations was Boiling 
Spring native Gerald Murray, Chief Master Sergeant of the U.S. Air Force 
(highest enlisted rank in the Air Force). 
The community had a large part in this 
year’s activities as well. A community service, 
“In Memory and Flonor of American Heroes,” 
was held in the Blanton Auditorium and 
honored all veterans and public safety 
personnel. The “Singing Stars” from Boiling 
Springs Elementary School were featured at the service and Crest 
High School’s marching band participated in the parade along with 
the Boiling Springs Fire Department and Police Department. 
In the tradition of Gardner-Webb’s annual homecoming 
festivities, the campus was rolled with toilet 
paper, students enjoyed a bonfire, powder puff 
game, concert, and dance. The parade was 
filled with spirited characters and colorful 
floats, and the whole GWU community came 
out to support the Runnin’ Bulldogs. 
Halftime announced a new Flomecoming Queen, Senior Mandy 
Huffstetler, while several alumni and former athletes were recognized as 
well. L. Stephen Hendrix, was named alumnus of the year; Junior College 
Alumnus of the Year was Charles Jerome “Jim” Spivey; Mamadi Corra was 
named young alumnus of the year; and Justin Scot Alston was named 
future alumnus of the year. All were honored at a banquet that night. The 
celebrations only intensified as Gardner-Webb won 24-0 against rival 
University of Tennessee-Martin. 
An explosion was the only thing left to celebrate the Gardner-Webb 
victory! In a grand display of color against the nighttime sky, the 
community came back to campus to watch a fireworks display along with 
students and alumni. 
This was the first homecoming for Dawn Anthony, assistant director 
of alumni and parent relations, who was excited about the events that 
combined history, tradition, and American Pride. 
“I think it was a significant homecoming in that it involved the community and the theme 
was something that brought everybody together to celebrate. It was a united effort between 
faculty, staff, students, alumni and the community. I think that’s a positive step we can build on 
for future events.” 
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Homecoming 2002 
Gardner Webb USA 
THE WEEKEND IN PICTURES: 
Homecoming 2002 offered the 
opportunity for all to get into the spirit 
of this special weekend'. Above, 
tailgaters got an early start on 
Saturday, and the Athletic Hall of 
Fame inductees stood proudly. At right, 
the Homecoming Court had its share of 
excited participants, and young and 
old alike soaked in the atmosphere. 
Below, Mr, and Mrs. JackArey enjoyed 
the Distinguished Gallery of 
Graduates event, and the students had 
a blast on many of the parade floats. At 
left, Chris Breedlove showed his true 
colors during the weekend’s patriotic 
theme. 
The Centennial Club 
$100 It is one dollar to 
honor each year of our century of existence. And 
every penny helps just one more top student stay 
at Gardner-Webb University to finish his or her 
education. 
m£0l 
UNIVERSITY 
For God • For Others ° Forever 
As we begin the countdown to our Centennial Celebration, we are proud to announce the introduction of the 
Centennial Club. The Centennial Club serves as the foundation of the Gardner-Webb Fund, the name for GWU’s annual 
campaign for support. The members of the Centennial Club believe in GWU so strongly that they will give at least $100 
to the Gardner-Webb Fund, and every dollar contributed to the Gardner-Webb Fund provides scholarship support to 
deserving and needy students. 
There has never been a better time to show your support of Gardner-Webb and it’s students. Your gift to the 
Centennial Club is an endorsement of Gardner-Webb University’s mission - for God and Humanity - and it is an 
important way to help ensure that the values and traditions we have established over these past ioo years remain in place 
and accessible for students of all levels of financial means for the next century. 
Please show your commitment to the heart of Gardner-Webb and these students with your support. Thank you. 
Centennial Club Membership 
□ Yes! I wish to become a member of GWU’s Centennial Club. 
□ My check for $100 is enclosed. Q Please bill me for $100 in: Q November O March 
□ Please charge $100 to my: □ MasterCard □ VISA 
Number _ Exp. Date_ 
Name on Card  
Name --- Phone __ 
Address ___ E-mail__ 
I cannot join the Centennial Club at this time, but I wish to show my support with a gift of $_. 
Please send thisform to: GWU * Office of Annual Giving *RO. Box 997 * Boiling Springs, NC 2801J 
While the Centennial Club is the foundation of the Gardner-Webb Fund, the dedication and number of 
people seeking to support this institution has spurred the creation of other groups as well. The Springs 
Club is for GWU supporters who give $250-8499 during a fiscal year. Carillon Society members contribute 
gifts of $500-8999 during a fiscal year. The University Club is our most prestigious group. Members of this 
club give $1000 or more during a fiscal year, and are invited to a formal event each year. 
For more information on the Centennial Club, or any of our other giving clubs, please contact us: 
Gardner-Webb University * Office of Annual Giving * (704) 406-3923 * www.gardner-webb.edu 
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Help Wanted 
Gardner-Webb University is seeking a 
Director of Alumni and Parent 
Relations. The successful candidate will 
possess at least a bachelor’s degree from 
Gardner-Webb University, will have a 
proven background in working with 
volunteer boards and be capable of 
managing multiple projects 
simultaneously. Reports to the VP for 
Institutional Advancement. 
Interested individuals may send a 
resume and cover letter to the Office of 
Human Resources, Gardner-Webb 
University, PO Box 997, Boiling Springs, 
North Carolina 28017. 
The Fruits 
Of Cooperative 
Missions Giving 
North Carolina Baptists arc changing lives in a myriad of ways. Voting adults arc given the 
opportunity to earn scholarships to North Carolina colleges. Neglected children now receive warm, loving 
and disciplined care. Older folks get to spend their twilight years in a comfortable place. People in 
hospitals and their families gain comforting Spiritual support. 
Baptists throughout the state enjoy reading the latest news in the Biblical Recorder along with Sunday 
School lessons and growth ideas lor churches. Established congregations benefit from consultation and 
resources. Our ministers enjoy countless opportunities for theological education in our fine Baptist colleges 
and universities, Fruitland Baptist Bible Institute, and even non-SBC and non-North Carolina 
universities. Our estare stewardship planning and guidance actually helps provide eternal funding. 
All this happens because we arc joining together lor the Kingdoms work, doing what we cannot do 
alone; therefore, going forth and bearing much fruit. 
The GWU Alumni Giving 
Spirit is Alive and Well 
At the annual Scholarship Luncheon in November, 
alumni from all decades were among those who were 
celebrated for their generosity. Included were John 
Roberts ’49 (at right) and the student he supports, 
Ashley Hall, as well as - _ 
Max and Dorothy Sink T?1 
’49 (below) and the 
Bradford. If you would 
like to benefit your alma ^ t j \ j 
mater through the m., « 
establishment of a BV“\ A V^| 
scholarship, contact the 
Gardner-Webb Office of 
Advancement at 1 »1 * % yy? Tvty''. 
704-406-4253. * ' ’ \ r* 
Considering making a donation to 
your alma mater? Give a gift that 
will inspire and touch the lives of 
students for years to come—a new 
Steinway piano. 
THE ST 
VI NG 
PRO 
L1 
Now, through 
The Stein way 
Living Legacy 
Program, you 
have an unique 
opportunity to enhance the 
learning experiences of future 
generations of students hy giving 
them the chance to perform on the 
finest pianos the world has to offer. 
To thank you for participating 
in the Steinway Living Legacy 
Program, you will he named an 
honorary member of the Steinway 
Living Legacy Society. As such, you 
will receive a 
E I N W A Y landsome gold 
Legacy L;;;:ty„v 
i R A M lapel pin and 
invitations to 
exclusive Stein way events. 
For more information about 
donating a Steinway piano 
to GWU, contact David Webb 
at 704-406-397$. 
STEINWAY & SONS 
09 Wilt 57lli Street • New York, NY I00I9 • www.rtemway.ci 
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Officers of the Corporation 
E. Thomas Hardin, Chairman 
C. Neal Alexander, Vice Chairman 
H.S. Keeter, Jr., Secretary 
Frank Beam, Treasurer of the Corporation 
Frank Campbell, Ph.D., Interim President 
Fred A. Flowers, J.D., Attorney 
A. Frank Bonner, Ph.D., Assistant Secretary 
Donnie O. Clary, Assistant Treasurer 
Board of Trustees 
C. Neal Alexander ’84, Lincolnton, N.C. 
Hoyt Q. Bailey, L.H.D., Shelby, N.C. 
Ralph Bentley, M.D. Statesville, N.C. 
Tom Bell ’71* Marietta, G.A. 
Gladys Burroughs ’42, Greensboro, N.C. 
E. Udean Burke ’60, Maiden, N.C. 
Linda M. Combs ’66, Ed.D., L.H.D., 
Winston-Salem, N.C. 
Adelaide Craver, Shelby, N.C. 
Grady S. Duncan, Belmont, N.C. 
Boyce F. Grindstaff, Forest City, N.C. 
Earl Groves, Gastonia, N.C. 
E. Thomas Hardin, Spindale, N.C. 
C. Lorance “Ranee” Henderson, L.H.D., 
Morganton, N.C. 
L. Stephen Hendrix ’69, Winston-Salem, N.C. 
Mike Jamison ’74, D.Min., Winston-Salem, N.C. 
H.S. Keeter, Jr., Shelby, N.C. 
Grayson Kellar, Gastonia, N.C. 
William W. Leathers, S.T.D., Hickory, N.C. 
W. Randall Lolley, Th.D., Raleigh, N.C. 
Sam McMahon, Charlotte, N.C. 
Harvey L. Montague, Sr., Raleigh, N.C. 
Bettye Moore, Boiling Springs, N.C 
Thomas E. Philson, Charlotte, N.C. 
Ganell H. Pittman, Roanoke Rapids, N.C. 
James E. Robbins, Forest City, N.C. 
John E. Roberts ’49, L.H.D., Greenville, S.C. 
William S. Rouse, Gastonia, N.C. 
Wade R. Shepherd, Hickoiy, N.C. 
Carl Spangler, Jr. ’52, Shelby, N.C. 
Dorothy Ann Spangler ’47, Shelby, N.C. 
Helen M. Stinson ’54, M.D., Greensboro, N.C. 
J. Linton Suttle, III, Shelby, N.C. 
Bruce R. Trefez, Gastonia, N.C. 
Lisa Carol Tucker ’89, Concord, N.C. 
Doris L. Walters ’59, D. Min., Winston-Salem, 
N.C. 
Dale Watts, Hickory, N.C. 
EX-OFFICIO: 
JJ Abernethy ’71 
Arnold Isaacs ’57 
Kevin James, M.D. 
Anthony Strange ’83 
Officers and Alumni Board of Directors 
Mark and Kim Sanders, Co-Presidents, ’86 
Craig Watson, Vice President, ’87 
Gay Melton, Member-At-Large, ’67 
Richard Ambrose, ’95 
James Douglas Armstrong, ’88 
Noble and Doris Ball, ’51 
Phillip Carl Brown, ’86 
Roger Dixon, ’64 
Dorothy W. Edwards, ’35 
Marty Elmore, ’93 
Joe Freeman, ’84 
Lara Self Gopp, ’92 
Tim Hagler, ’86 
Randall C. Hall, ’88 
Lucielle Causby Hamrick, ’44 
Ronald Heffner, ’50 
Tammy Campbell Hoyle, ’88 
David Brent Keim, ’87 
Minna Bolling Rice, ’38 
Cecil H. Rollins, ’54 
Cindy Swartz, ’85 
Randy Swartz, ’87 
Keith Taylor, ’78 
Lisa Carol Tucker, Past President, ’89 
Yvetta Washburn, ’88 
Evans Whitaker, ’83 
Martin L. White, ’93 
Darrel and Sue Wilson, ’53 
ALUMNI 
NEWS 
NOTES 
CLASS OF:. 
NAME: _ 
If female, include maiden name 
. PHONE: ( ) _ 
SPOUSE’S NAME: . 
ADDRESS:_ 
If alumnus, please include graduation year 
Street or box 
State 
OCCUPATION: . 
SPOUSE’S OCCUPATION: 
. COMPANY: _ 
. COMPANY:. 
NEWS NOTE INFORMATION: 
Today’s Date: 
Would you like your e-mail address included in your class note? □ No □ Yes 
e-mail address ___—-— 
City 
Zip 
Complete, clip and mail to The Web magazine, Gardner-Webb University, P.O. Box 997, Boiling Springs, NC 28017 
or submit your class note online at: www.gardner-webb.edu/alumni/classnote.shtml 
“For unto us a Child is born, unto us a Son is given, and the government will be on 
His shoulders. And He will be called Wonderful Counselor, Mighty God, 
Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace. 
- Isaiah 9:6 
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